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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates the hypothesis that an autonomously

serviced settìement i.e. one that generates its own heat and power by

utilizing alternate fonms of energy can be established, lt deals

specificaìly with nemote communities that depend upon expensive diesel

(fossil) fuel as thein prime sounce for heat and electricity.

The importance of energy is neviewed in conjunction with the

pnoblems caused by the Anab oil boycott of the late 70's and eanly g0,s and

the diminishing wot'ld resenves of fossjl fuels. Renewabìe energy sources

such as solar, wind, geothermal, biomass and nuclear- ener.gy are proposed

as alternates to fossil fuels, Each resource is neviewed by ouilining their

historicaì development, principles of openation and those systems that are

on the market today.

A case study is used to support the hypothesis. The ener-gy

requirements of a small remote community are detailed to show that these

altennate fonms of energy can provide fon the electrical and space heating

needs. lnstalìed costs of the systems are companed to evaluate the

aìternatives, The thesis conclusion outlines the pnospects for these

enengy systems and recommends the system best able to pr^ovide the

enef'gy needs for the com,'munity. lt concludes by proposing a checklist

that would be of benef it to planners when considering energy systems for-

existing and new remote communities,
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INTRODUCTION
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PURPOSE STATTMENT

The energy crises of the eanly 70's alerted canada, the united

States and the rest of the wor ld to the end of the era of inexpensive

energy, At the present time wonld-wide enengy consumption outstrips
pt'oduction. lt ìs estimated that the recovenable reserves of fossil
fuels such as oil and natural gas will only last to the first decades of

the 2lst century, Aìtennately they wilì be s0 expensive to mine and

produce that fossil fueìs will no longerbe a viable means of providing

the energy we need.

lntenest in and reseanch on the development of altennate energy

sources - such as solan, wind and biomass - have significanily

increased over the past decade, The National Ener-gy pr-ogram has

stated that remote communities are prime candidates fon alter-native

energy due to their dependence upon expensive fossil fuels combined

with high delivery costs,l The technology to effectively utilize these

sources is avaìlable today. we are now able to answer the following
question with conf idence:

Can an autonomousìy serviced settlement be built in Canada now,

with systems aìready on the market, which would show that the

energy and material basis of housing can þe shifted from

non-t'enewable to nenewable materials and resources? 2
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ln this regand, a small llanitoba lnter--Lake town wiìl be used as a

case study to venify the purpose statement, This small self-contained

town is Canadian Forces Station Gypsumvilìe, a nadar site in the llid-
canada radan chain located 160 road miles north of winnipeg.

BACKGROUND

Context

The ena of the late 50's, 60's and ear^ly seventies could be

characterized by the emergence of the industnial megalopolis whose

creation was made possible by cheap and abundant enengy. Energy and

resource conservation were terms unheard of in the halls of major

corponations 0r indeed in the industrial nations of the world.

The oil crises of the 70's brought a realization that current

enef'gy resounces were being depleted at an alarming nate. lt was

evident that, if curnent inefficiencies in energy use along with a

pattern of consumption were to continue, it would become incneasingly

more diff icult for individuals and countries to af ford these resources.

The Arab 0il embargo made people and governments reaìize that

something had to be done to neduce dependence on supplies of foreign

oil and indeed the dependence on non-renewable ener-gy resounces. This

period ushened in the emenging age of the scarcity of fossil fuels.

tnengy conservation and local self-reliance became new buzz wor-ds.
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This period ìed governments and pnivate industry to seek out new

ways of producing energy, Engineens sought answers in the fieìd of

alternate, renewable, cost-effective and ecologically-sound energy

sources such as the sun, wind and bio-fuels, And though on hold now,

because of a slump in the economy and the tempor-ary availabiìity of

cheap oil, energy concerns will inevitabìy come to the fone in the not

too distant future.

Pnobìems

The foregoing paragr^aphs illustrate the underlying assumption and

basic problem that undenlies the theme of this thesis, that of a

potentialìy rapid depletion of nonrenewable enengy resources, ln

essence, what can replace them in the world today, and in the future?

Canada imports about 25% of its oil from OPEC nations and others, ln
the past the tnend has seen foreign oil rise in pr-ice and this is
expected to nesume. Fon nonthenn communities that depend upon.diesel

fuel for heating, this continual incnease in pnices makes it a hardship.

And canada cannot continue to expect that we will be able to import

this fuel. An alternate fuel is thus much needed. ln fact the Nationaì

Energy Prognam has as its main aim the objective of reducing reìiance

on imported oil. 5 I

Non-renewable energy resources were formed in the earth's crust

many millions of years ago-coal, natural gas, oil and uranium. These
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f'esouf'ces were once thought to be'limitìess, but we now realize that

they are being depleted at an aìarming nate. unfortunateìy it wouìd

take many miììions of years to replace these resour-ces. And as we

have begun to project thein nate of depletion we can well fonsee thein

demise.

Renewabìe energy resources have been in existence almost since

the world began. They include enengy produced fr-om the sun, wind,

tides, water, biomass and geother'mar heat. with the exception of

hydr^o-electric power, these nesources have not been developed to any

great extent to extract thein energy. So their cost-effectiveness and

reliabilìty have not been pnoven. However- enough experimental data

has been gathered and pilot projects undentaken to penmit a sound

estimate of their potential for neplacing non-renewable (fossil fuels)

energy nesources

The Govennment of canada has praced an emphasis on the search

for alternatives, first ouilined in the National Energy prognam and

followed by the establishment of the Remote community

Demonstration Program (RCDP) unden the auspices of Energy, Mines and

Resources canada. The prognam's aim is ener gy use and renewable

energy altennatives in, r'emote communities. Remote communities are

described as those not connected to a main provincial grid on natural

gas pipeline.
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The foìlowing statement indicates the importance of RCDP to the

government; 4

"Remote æmmunities throughout Canada have very high enerEy expendituræ

æmpared with more ææssibìe areas, and most of this energy is derived from oil.

Besìdes the cost of oil and its transportation to remote læotions, there is also the

question of energy security, since there are usually fewer options and smaìler'

margins of manæuvre in theæ æmmunities as rEands aìtennativæ to the suppìy,

transportation and storage ofoil products."

For example, in a study of 52 remote communities in the province

of Quebec (communities ranged fnom 1 l0 to 3500 people; total

population - 38,330), 48 relied solely upon diesel fuel for their

heating and electrical needs. 5 Options for replacing diesel fuel

ranged from district heating systems, to active solan e-nengy to peat.

Feasibility of the alternate sources ranged from high to low depending

upon the area whene the community was located.

ln llanitoba for example, sìxty-six projects under the Smaìl Scale

Energy Demonstnation Program were funded. Projects nanged from

waste heat recovery experiments to wind energy, Major utilities, such

as Ontario Hydro and Hydro Quebec, and the Canadian Electrical

Association are becoming more involved in alternative genenation,

Table 1 on page l6 illustrates the pnesent and future projections of

aìternate energy technologies and their applications. As is evîdent,

cogeneration has by far the largest expected output, howeven wind has

the greatest percentage inmease of almost 900 7r.
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This thesis wiìl examine the alternate energy resounces available

and using a case study to show that they can provide the ener^gy

required by a remote community. ln effect an autonomously senviced

community; ones that generates its own power and heat. The example

to be used is Canadian Forces Station Gypsumville, a small llanitoban

interlake settlement. However that is not to say that this discussion

wiìl be site specific. The principres and ultimately the enengy

systems available can be used oven a wide range of territory,
essentiaìly the breadth of canada; fnom the yukon to Labrador. Figur e

I iììustnates a generalized view of the anea under consideration. The

east-west lines represent the boundar'ies. Figures 2,3, and 4 detail

the existing transmission lines. ln the anea that has been ouilined in

Figune l, there ar-e many remote setilements and more importanily

there is a lack of distribution systems able to supply them with

canadian gas and oil as the subsequent f igur'es graphicaììy illustrate,

ORIENTATION

Disciplinary Context

The thesis will be a pìanning study with an engineer^ing bias and

will nelate to functional and spatiaì critenia necessitated by altennate

energy systems.



Table I canadian Altennative Energy 0eneration: ( l9g5- lgg5)

lnstaìlations Output (MW)

l9B5 1995 1985 1995
Technoìogy (actuaì) (expected) (actual) (expected) Applications

Pnivate
Hydroeìectric

Wind

llunicipal
Solid Waste

Photovoltaics 2100 4000

l6

200 400 882 1042

600 1000 6

xPrivate and

llunicipal
development

xRemote

community
p0wen

50 xSmall Scale
independent
systems

xRemote

community
Power

3500 xlndustnial and
I nsti tutional

l5 xDistnict

Heating
xMunicipal and

industrial

xOff grid,
p0wer
applications

xRemote com-
munity power

Cogeneration 344 1000 1200
(lncl biomass)

5 t5 4

0,t

Sounce; Data provided by the Depar tment of Energy, Mines and
Resources (canada), the pnovincial govennments and major utiìities
across Canada,
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Figune l: Anea under consideration
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Viewpoint of the Writer

The writen is taking the viewpoint that the energy crisis is very

real and that non-renewables are being depleted at an even increasing

rate. ln this decade and the next the problem wiìl get mor-e acute and

the search 1'or viabìe and neasonably pr iced altennatives will quicken.

This wilì eventually lead to the estabìisl^rment of autonomousìy

senviced settlements i, e. those small communities that pnoduce their

own energy (heat and eìectricity). lt is the wniter's opinion that this

couìd be achieved now, lt is realized that the energy misis has been

defused somewhat over the past sevenal years but it has not totalìy

disappeared.

Type of Thesis

This thesis can be characterized as an expìonatony thesis

compìemented by an illustrative case study. The renewable enengy

resources wiìl be desmibed using the headings--history, principles

and systems. ln other words: How did each source develop; what are

the basic principles unden ìying its physics and what is the state of

the art today; and, how can it be used in oun selected settìement?

Limitations

This thesis will not attempt to nedesign the settlement or delve

into the physics or detailed engineering aspects of altennate energy
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systems. lt wilì limit itseìf to the systems that ane commercialìy

avaiìabìe now and those that have a good chance fon success in the

nean future. The thesis will analyze only the requinements for heat

and powen, not those for water and sewage, food and transpor-tation.

Nucìear energy will be included since the technology and fuel have

been designed and built by and for canadians. lt is assumed to be a

safe and reliable fonm of enengy. proven teserves of uranium are

sufficient fot the fonseeable future and are available in Canada, they

do not have to be imponted. Also smarl reactor-s for- nonthern

communities are currently being investigated by var-ious government

departments, most notably Atomic Energy of canada Limited (AECL)

and Department of National Defence (DND). ln addition sevenaì nations

are intenested in our small neactor.

Economics will be considened þut onìy in general terms. The

various systems wilì be costed and operating expenses companed to

the existing power pìants. Oenenaì ordens of magnitude will be

discussed. This will be necessany due to the lack of accurate cost

detaììs þecause these systems ane not widespnead, some are in the

pilot project stage while others are still in the pneliminany stages of

deveìopment, such as nuclear fusion, This is the situation due to the

lack of emphasis on the development of aìtennate ener-gy systems

while the price of crude oil is ìow.
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METHODOLOGY

Sources of Data

Data will be collected fnom air avairabre sources: books,

periodicals, textbooks, research reports, proceedings fnom energy

confenences, manufacturers specifications, case studies; and, in the

case of cFS Gypsumville--a site visit, pensonal knowìedge and

technical data from station records i.e. Faciìities catalogue and

station personneì.

Research llethods

stanting from the basic pnemise of the autonomous community as

presented in the anticle of E.A. Levin "The Autonomous Co.Jnmunity: City

of the Future?" 6, a libr-ary search of all the per^tinent and relevant

materialwas undentaken, Once the topic was ref ined to include onìy

alternative enengy sources, aìl the available enengy sout ces were

researched to f ind those most suitabìe. lncluded was the caveat that

alì sounces had to be in production and availabìe on the market. A
suitable smalì settlement was then chosen to confirm that the basic

premise was cornect i.e. a case study analysis.

tt

SUIIMARY

The first chapter presents the aim of the thesis and ouilines the

steps that ane to be folìowed to prove the hypothesis. lt neviews the
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importance of energy and describes the problems caused by the Anab

boycott and the diminishing resenves of fossil fuels. lt concludes by

proposing that alternate forms of energy are available today and they

ane suitably advanced technologically to repìace fossil fuels as the

enengy sources fon the future.

Chapter 2 begins by def ining ener gy and describes why it is

important. The enengy provided by the various fossir fueìs ane

outlined. The aims of the National Energy Board ane presented. The

vanious fonms of alternate energy that have been identif ied as being

replacements fon fossil fueis are described. These alternate energy

systems consist of solar power, wind power, nuclear enengy,

geothenmal energy and biological (biomass) systems. Each energy

resource will be detailed by outlining its histonical development, its
principles of openation and the systems available on the market today

for converting each resource into two useable end products:

electricity and heat. The chapter concludes by identifying the

system(s) that wiìl be appropriate for use in the lnter'ìake region of

llanitoba.

chapter 3 describes the community that wiil be used as the case

study for this thesÌs - canadian Forces station Gypsumville. lts

location, climate and a description of the site will be presented. The

site descniption will center on the different types of buiìdings and

their'unique ener'gy pr'obìems and be limited to the two sites; the

station area and the llannied Quarten atea. The heating and electnical
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systems will be then be detailed and the specific r^equinements to

meet the heat and electrical ìoads will be outìined. This will be

expanded to include the station as a whole. Gypsumvilìe has been

chosen as the case study since it is a typical isolated community and

paraìlels those featunes found in many small mining towns, remote

nonthern communities and lndian resenvations, lt is neìativeìy

isolated, its population is small, thene is housing, an industnial anea, a

recreation complex and retail area. Factuaì data on the site

characteristics are readily available and the station is accessibìe

simplifying the collection of data. And most impor-tanily, a model i.e,

fictious community does not have to be cneated in orden to pnove the

hypothesis, whìle electricity is supplied the station reìies upon

expensive heating oiland diesel fuel to pr'ovide the heating needs.

chapten 4 outlines the vanious a.ltennate energy systems that

were descnibed in chapter' 2 as being suitable for the case study

analysis. The systems chosen wiìl then be described in detail to show

that they can pnovide the energy necessary to meet the specific

electricaì and heating needs of the station, The advantages and

disadvantages of each system are then documented. Economics will
also be incìuded in, the analysis, The diff enent methods of

detenmining the most economical system will be pnesented along with

the cost of each alternate energy sour'ce. The chapter concludes by

recommending the system that is the most appr-opriate and feasible to
pr^ovide the heating and electnical needs of the Station,
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter wiìl discuss the varlous modes of altennate ener'gy

that have been outlined in the pnevious chapter as those abìe to

neplace fossil fueìs in the future. These nenewables incìude solar

energy, wind powen, geothenmal energy, biomass systems and nuclear

energy. Each resource will be descnibed under three main headings -

histor'y, principìes and systems. This enengy will be used to supply

heat and electnicjty fon CFS Gypsumville. But befone each alternate

energy system is descnibed, enef-gy itself must be def ined.

ENERGY DEFINTD

Enengy is the lifeblood of all living thîngs on eanth. rt pervades

oun very existence and effects oul" lives every minute of every day.

Fnom a position of unìimited, cheap supplies several decades ago we

have pro- gnessed to a point today whene enengy nesources ane being

depleted at an even increasìng r'ate (this has slowed somewhat due to

the effonts of consenvation). Coupled with the increase in population

to some 6 billion by the year 2000, oun ability to meet the rising

demand for enengy will be strained as time inexorably goes by,

Energy is defined as the ability to do wonk. lt is controiled by the

laws of physics, these being the laws of thermodynamics. The basic

unit of energy is the joule (in the sl, systeme lnternational, nom-
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enclature) which can be used for ail forms of energy. concurrenily,

powen is the other half of the equation; it is defined as the nate

at which energy is converted. The common unit hene is the watt,

Therefone: Ener"gy = Powen x Time; i.e. one watt equates into the

deliveny of one joule in one second.

Energy can be quantified in many differ'ent forms--tons of coaì,

cubic feet of natural gas, kilowatt-houns of electricity, bannels of

oil-- depending upon what source of ener^gy is utirized. A unit of

measurement, the "quad" has been devised to simplify the

measunement of energy on a lange scale. using this measurement

enables the quantifying of present and futune sources of enerqy in

easily understandable and manageable tenms.

A quad is defined as one quadrillon Btus (lxlOl5) *hrre Btus

(British Thermal Unit) is the English measurement that represents the

quantity of heat required to raise the tempenatune of one pound of

waten by one degree Fahr'enheit. ln the s.l. system, the Btu is repiaced

by its equivalent of 1,054 joules. Then one quad becomes 1,054 x

1015 joules; which means that the various forms of energy are

equivalent and therefore alì can þe equated to joules. Table z

illustnates the quantities of various energy sounces equivalent to one

quad of energy. 7
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Table 2: Equivalent Quantities of Energy Sounces for I euad

Energy

Source

Petroìeum

Coal

Naturai 0as

Uranium

El ectr'i ci ty (thenmaì )

El ectni ci ty

Units of Measunement

s.t.

29 x 106 mJ

42 x 106 metnic tons

28 x 109 mJ

4.6 x lO-4 metnic ton

lmperiaì

1.8 x 108 barrels

4.6 x 107 short tons

l0lSstandardftl

5 x I 0-4 short tons

Source: Handbook of Ener

300x lO9fiìowatthours

100 x lO9 t<ilowatthours

gy & Economics, 1983, pg 2

Enengy is totaìly denived from the sun. The amount of soran

energy received at the outen boundaries of the earth's atmosphere

(nadiation in the fonm of visible light @ 47% and infra ned (heat) 46%)

is immense, in the order of 180,000 Twfi Terr'awatt=r012wutts). A

majonity of this energy is reflected and neradiated into space befone it
can be used, 62,000 TW and 76,000 TW nespectively. Evaporation

consumes anothen 40,000 Tw.8 The amount that is left exceeds by 500

times that which is pr'oduced by the wonld's generating capabiìity.

Figune 5 shows the overall power f lows in this process.

Pnesently oil, natural gas, coal, and uranium provide fuel f or 94q^

of the world's energy production, neanly 297 quads per year. 9 This
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Figune 5: The Earth's Energy Budget
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rate 0f usuage w0uld deplete the worìd's proven potentiaìly

recoverable reserves,24,000 quads, within about 80 yeans.

Furthermore, oil suppìies 134 quads pen year, which at present

consumption rates would last onìy 30 year's based on estimated

potentiaì recoverable reserves and 7 years based on estimated pnoven

recoverable reserves. 10 Table 3 compares the enengy consumption of

Canada and the United States with that of the worìd. ll
Table 3 Pnimary Energy Consumotion l9B3 (Ouads)

Nat'l Gas Oil Coal Hydro Nuclear Total

usA r7.5 28.4 16.2 3,87 3.24 69.28

cDA L9 2.7 1 .14 2.26 .97 8.46

W0RLD 53,9 I t3 85.0 19.02 9.58 280.7

Sounce: BP Review of Wor'ìd Gas Aug 84

Table 4 shows, fon the United States, how their' energy balance and

consumption will change over the year's ( l9B0 data).

Canada is in a nather' enviable position, that of being a net

exponterof energy, 0n the plus side we have abundant supplies of

naturaì gas and hydro-electric power, an efficient and relativeìy

safe nuclear energy system, and a good suppìy of coal, However we

are also an importer, pbout 25% of our oil consumption, in one of the

most important .nu.g/ sources - - crude oil, Atlantic Canada depends

upon this expensive oil 1'or the gener^ation of electricity. The lack of

distribution systems prevents this region lnom receiving domestic
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supplies of oil and natunaì gas.

canada is not exempt fnom the effects of the policies of

OPEC (Onganization of Petroieum Exporting Countries). OPEC is still
an entity to be reckoned with and they may be expected to exert

considerable influence fon the fonseable futur"e. To reduce and

eliminate this threat canada must r-educe its dependence on foreign

supplies of oil. The Government of canada recognized that it
needed to act and, in 1980, established the The National Energy

Program. The Program had thnee main aims, with the most important

being-- l2

"to seize control of our energy futune thnough security of suppìy

and ultimate independence fnom the worìd oil.market."

To this end three ways have been established to achieve oil

independence: (l) development of domestic oiì supplies, (2) reduced

consumption of oiì products, and (i) r'apid substitution from oil to
mor'e plentiful Canadian energy sources. 1J tf is thesis concentrates

on the third course of action.

This course of action will be impìemented by turning to

alternate sources of energy. These sources wiìl pr-imar ily be

renewable nathen than non-nenewable: it doesn't make sense to

spend millions oeüeìoping an energy sounce onìy to have it
depleted aften a numben of years. This energy is looked upon as
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more than just alternate energy, l4

"conceptually, the beauty of altennate energy has not been mereìy

its ef f iciency and ìts diminution of pollutants, but the ecological

intenaction of solan coìlectons, wind generators and methane

digesters with each other and with many othen sources of energy,

including wood, water and yes, coal and petnoleum where

necessany--to produce a new enengy patter'n, one that is antis-

tically tailored to the ecosystem in which ìt is located."

This has a highly simpìistic view of the future but in many instances

it approaches the basic tnuth.

several definìtions are in onden as some of the phrases ane

similar but have different meanings. l5

Energy Self-
Reìiance

To meet enengy demands from domestic sources to
such an extent that no serious dislocation would occur
if extennal energy sources wene eliminated.

lnexhaustibìes Enengy sources which are vintualìy infinite in
tenms of their utilization in the forseeable future,
on which are repìenishable. lncludes the nenewables
fission breeders and fusion nuclean energy.

Renewables Energy sources which ar"e perpetual or nepìenishable;
have life spans companable to that of the solan
system. Solar', biomass, geothenmal, wind and
hydraulic--riven, ocean tides and waves are
examples.
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Non-Renew-
ables

Remote
Communities
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All potential energy-producing natunal phenomenon
and accumuìations of naturally occuring substances
which are known to exist ( eg. oil, natunal gas,
coal, uranium, hydraulic peat and forest biomass),

ïhose enengy resounces that are depleted by use

Those communities not connected to a main
provincial hydro grid or natunal gas pipeline.

Autonomously Those communities that produce thein own powen
serviced
Settlements

It is generally acknowledged that thene ane two paths towards

meeting the world's energy requirements; the soft and hard paths, The

hard enengy path is characterized by a centralized, high energy,

nucìear and electricity-dependent path. I 6 The hand path uses

non-renewabìe energy sources, e.g, coaì and nuclear f ission f on

gener'ation of eìectricity, and othen sounces such as oil and gasoìine

fon transportation. whereas the soft ener'gy path is charactenized by a

decentraìized, iowen ener'gy and nuclean free path. Alter-nate fonms of

enengy, solan, wind an$ biomass, ane to be used to genenate electnicity.

These energy sources'are said to be benign and poilution free, more

suitable for ìocal communities, than the poìluting non-renewabies

headed by coaì and nuclean fission.
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An aspect of this theme that has not been discussed is energy

conservation. One can angue that it is, Ín its own right an aìternate

energy source, ln the past many of our activities have been wasteful

and inefficient brought on by cheap enengy of the 50's and 60's. The

trend has been reversing since the oil cnisis of the early BO's. The

importance of this revensal can be seen by examining enengy

consumption figures of R2000 houses oveÍ' the standard of the ìate

70's; they are between 40 and B0 % ìower. Alternateìy many industries

are turning to co-generation i.e. the simultaneous production of heat

and electricity. llost of these measur-es can be done for- nelatively

modest cost nesulting in a short payback peniod.

Energy conservation should be the finst step in,any move to

alternate energy sources. ln essence, the ìess enengy used the smalìer

wiiì be the total energy convension system and the lower the overall

cost of the system and the energy it produces,. Ener-gy conservation

methods and techniques can be nelatively simple to implement; better-

insulated and air-tight houses, more eff icient appliances and funnaces,

ptoper lot orientation to increase passive heating and mater-iaì

recycl i ng,

The special comçnittee of the House of commons on Alternate

Energy and 0il substitution in its repont concluded that Canada's

energy system wiìì be a mix of hard and soft technoìogies combined
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with a bìend of centraìized and decentralized sources as far as they

can see into the future, 17 This thesis is falling into tine with the

Committee's recommendation: i.e. that the possible enengy sounces are

going to be renewabìes aìong with nuclean enengy, natunal gas and

hydro-electnic powen.

SOLAR ENERGY

I ntnoduction

The sun is the most prominent and powerfuì enengy sounce known

in our solar system. lt pervades all life on earth and in fact was the

pnime catalyst for- the evoìution of life as we know it today. llany

energy resources owe their existence to soìan energy incìuding fossil

fuels, wind and water power^, and biomass, Solan nadiation is the

means by which the sun's ener-gy can be tnansformed into ther mal

enengy for useful purposes. lts enengy content, in the fonm of radiation

is awesome. The amount of energy that inradiates Canada .is 500

times more than is pr'oduced by the aggnegate of all our- curnent

generating capacity.

Solar'energy is a veny valuable nesource in that it is available

evenywhere, is non-poììuting and it is truly abundant and renewabìe.

Its drawbacks include the fact that it is time and location dependent.

The problem, then is how to utilize this enengy. ln its simplest

form, the necessary system components include collection, stor'age,

distnibution and control.
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History

The eanliest attempts to utilize solan energy can be tr-aced fan

bact< into the history of mankind some 2100 years ago. The first
histot'ical accounts of the deliberate use of the sun's enengy describe

the use of mirnors and lenses to burn on melt various metals or act

as simple waten pumps. specific nefenences to this use date fnom

1000 A.D. However it wasn't until the mid lg50's that the finst
machines were designed to make pnactical use of the sun on a much

wider scale than previous attempts, This was accomplished by two

French scientists, Deliancourt and l"louchot, and an Amer-ican, Enicsson

with the construction of solar thermal engines, ln 1gl2 a 40-kw
paraboìic reflector-steam engine system was used in Egypt to pump

inrigation waten fnom the t'tile. l8

llodenn research into the use of solan ener-gy for- heating can be

traced back to the work originaììy done by the llassachusetts lnstitute

of rechnology in the late l9J0's. l9 subsequenily this start resulted

in the development of several solar heated structures in the Boston

area that pr'ovided up to 70% or the total heating loads, ln the years

that f oìlowed many designs and applications were investigated.

Several residential houses, that have been specificalìy built in the

60's to illustnate the differ-ing designs of solar- heating systems and to

determine collector efficiencies, are based on the two basic working

fluids-water and air.20 Those systems having ain as the working
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fìuid use pebble-bed storage wher'eas waten systems use waten

storage tanks,

It wasn't until the Arab oiì embango of the earìy 70's that serious

reseanch was undertaken. ln l97l Surrey B,C. was the location of the

linst canadian built and designed soìar house.2l Now ther-e ar-e a

myriad of structures utilizing solar heat fon both heating and cooling

and several industnial appl ications,

Today thene ar'e many applications invoiving the conversion of

solan energy into useful wor-k. Technologies pertinent to this thesis

include: 22

1. Passive heating of buildings;

2. Low ìevel heat used fon

a. space heating

b. water heating; and

3. Direct productìon of eìectricity from photovoltaic cells,

Principles

The sun is a sphere of intensely hot gaseous matter-; in effect it
is a continuous fusion neactor converting hydnogen into helium, The

resultant release of eflengy is radìated into space; a ver'y smalì por tion

of this radiation eventuaììy falls on eanth where it can be utilized.

The incident soìar radiation is transmitted through the atmosphere

whene it is in part absorbed and part scattened by components of the
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atmosphere (scattering by air molecuìes, waten vapout- and dust, and

absorptìon by 03, H20 and coz).23 Fon most solan ener^gy appllcailons

only thermal (eìectro- magnetic) r^adiation is important.

Solar radiation is also a function of sky conditions-cìoudiness

and atmospheric cìarity-both of which ar^e highìy vaniable. Total

energy also varies on a monthly, seasonal 0r annual basis. lncident

radiation can be inmeased by sìoping a soìar energy collector. From

many studies over the years a general rule of thumb can be stated: 24

"Fon maximum annuaì energy availabiìity, a surface slope

equal to latitude is best. For maximum summen availabil-

ity, sìope should be approximately l0' to l5' less than

the latitude. For maximum winter availability, slope

should be l0' to l5' more than the latitude."

The sìopes are not critical; deviations nesult in a neduction of the

0rder of 592. Reflective ground cover, such as snow leads to higher

slopes for maximizing winter energy availability.

The intensity of solar energy varies with time and location,

specified by the longitude and latitude. This fact is especiaììy

significant at high latitudes such as winnipeg where the major use of

this energy is in thelwinter when it receives the lowest radiation.

Figure 6 illustnates the mean daily solan radiation in canada, Two

cycles 25come into play - the diunnal or dairy cycle, and the annual

cycìe. ln the diurnal cycle the intensity of the solan. radiation vanies
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Figure 6: l"lean Daiìy soìan Radiation in canada, Measured on a

Horizontal Surface and Aver-aged Over- The year.

NOTE: The units on the map are Langìeys, a Langley (ìy) is a unit used

primarily by meteonoìogists. A Langiey is equivalent to I 1.6

watthours/sq meter/day. Solar power, or solan nadiation intensity,

can be expressed asLy/day.
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from 0 at night to a mid-day maximum that may be two and one half to

six times the daiìy average, Fon example in the dead of winter the

dai'ly total radiation is neceived in only four hours whereas in midJuìy

useful energy is received for^ welì over l0 hours, Fon nonthern

clìmates the annual cycìe provides a most serious obstacle.

Thene is a wide variance in the daily aver'age radiation received

between winter and summen. ln winten the low elevation of the sun is

the primany reason 1'or- the low nadiation received on a horizontaì

surface. This fact can be overcome by tilting the collector towards

the sun at an appropriate angle. A south facing fixed collector

collects radiatìon for a peniod of time but will also loose some at

another period of time. The solution to this problem is to incorporate

a tnacking collector to absonb the maximum amount of energy at aìl

times, ln northern latitudes tnacking does not accnue enough benefits

for it to be feasìble.

Systems

There ane two methods of utilizing solar'energy for space heating:

(a) passive systems (natunal) ; and, (b) active systems (engineered).

Active systems use cþlìectors to heat a fluid, storage units to stone

enengy until needed, and distnibution equipment to pnovide the solar

energy to the heated spaces in a contnolìed manner. The collectons and

storage units are sepanated in order that the losses from the coìlector^
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do not occur when the coìlector does not operate and that losses from

storage can be controlled by insuiation. passive systems depend on

the same principìes as active systems except that the coìlectons and

storage units ane integr ated into the buirding str-ucture and often

depend on movable insuìation and glass sunface area to control ther-mal

losses. The various components of solar heatìng systems are shown

in Table 5,

Passive Systems

Passive systems are similar to active systems but as their name

implies involve no moving parts and are usually integnal with the

building str ucture - windows , waìls and fioors. Natural heat f ìow

processes - radiati0n, convection and conduction - tnansfen the energy

fon space heating as opposed to mechanical means for active systems.

Generalìy three systems for passive heating have been identified:

direct gain; indirect gain or coììector--storage wall, sometimes

referred to as a "Trombe" wall; and, isolated gain or l'sunspaçs".26

ln direct gain solar energy is admitted direcily thr-ough a south

facing glass window, usually doubre on triple pane glass, falìing onto

the f loor or walls that act as thermar enengy storage. The nesultant

heat, in the f onm of longwave nadiation is then distributed by

convection and conduction. An overhang reduces the summer radiation

to prevent overheating but allows the full winten sun to penetrate the
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Table 5 Components of Solar Heating Systems

soìar coìlectors convert solan insolation to another form of energy,
which can be used for heating purposes (Space

heating, domestic hot water', storage).

Energy Storage
System

Air-Handler

Heat-
txchangers

Pumps and/or
Blowers

Expansion tank
with vent

Vaìves and

Controls

Domestic Hot-
Water Heater

The enengy not immediateìy needed fon space heating
is stored in this system to be used during per"iods
without adequate solan penetr'ation.

Distributes the heated air through the building.
unit provides the mounting space
heat-exchangets, filters, humidifier,
supplementary heating system.

The

for
and

Transfen heat fnom one medium to anothen

Suppìy the pressure to cincuìate the transfer media
through the pipelines, ducts and the building.

Absorbs pressune changes Ín the loop, caused by
different expansion coefficients of the tubing and
the fluid in the lines, The vent protects the loop
against damage caused by too high inter^nal pr-essune.

Ane essentiaì fon tn'e operation of the system. The
output of thermostats and sensors, placed in
stnategicaì locations, is used to switch from one
openational phase to another.

Suppìies a pant of the requined hot-water- used fon
domestic purposes. This unit is most of time
openationaì.

source: Data collected/compiled from readings on soìan Energy
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structure. l"loveable shutters or blinds prevent heat escaping during

the night, However there must be some means to circulate the heat to

other pants of the stnucture that do not have south facing windows. ln

essence the window and the Ì'oom are a verticaì south-f acing

f lat-plate collecton with thermaì capacitance.

An indirect gain system employs a solar collector in the form of a

massive wall that is placed in between the sun and the space to be

heated. Energy Ís stoned in this wall and is distributed by radiation

and convection. Thermosyphoning is responsible fon the movement of

air anound the exterior of the wall. Vents with dampens are used to

permit the movement of cool and warm air. The walls can be made of

either concnete block on dr'ums and/or tubes of water. These walls are

called "Tnombe" walls aften the French inventon of the same name.

A third method is the convective loop system or isoìated gain

thenmosyphon system, By this method an angled solan colìector heats a

fluid, eithen air or waten and, by a thermosyphoning loop, allowb it to
rise to a thermal store located above the collecton. This system is

similan to an active hot water system, Thermal storage, usually

rocks, is normally located beneath the space to be heated. The

convective loop principle nequires that the soìan collector also be

below the storage area. Each part of the system must be properly

designed to ensure the system functions properly.

A sunspace or solan greenhouse is another method of captur^ing the

sun's enengy. These spaces can eithen be added onto existing
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structures or integraì into new house designs, This method is an

adaption of the Trombe waìl system. ln this instance the air- space is

expanded to form a greenhouse. Thermaì storage is accomplished by

r'ock beds, concrete walls and/or floor^s, and waten containens. The

flow of wanm and cool air' is the same fon the Trombe wall,

Greenhouses are located on a south-facing walì with the usual ener-gy

consenvation features as doubìe glazed windows and insulation on the

common walls. Forced ain circulation can be added to impnove the

efficiency of the system.

ln coìd clìmates energy losses can exceed the absonbed ener-gy so

care must be taken to ensuf"e that the system is designed proper ly.

The space shouìd be narrow enough to aìlow the sun to reach the back

waìì. Figune 7 illustr'ates the above methods of passive solar ener"gy

systems.

Active Systems

Active systems use mechanicaì means-pumps and motors-to

regulate and tnansfen heat to the structure. ln this case the stnucture

is not used for heat storage, A typical active system compnises the

folìowing components;- f lat plate collector, a cinculating loop to carry

the heat from the coìlector to the building, a heat stonage unit to
assure that the heat can be distrjbuted throughout the day and night,
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and a thermostat to control the distribution of heat when required.

Figure B depicts a typical air-based active space heating system and

Figure 9 shows a liquid-based system,

The incident soìar energy that falls on the collector is deìivened,

via a work,ing fluìd (air, waten or water-antifreeze mixtune) to the

heat storage unit thnough the heat exchangen. The collector and the

heat storage unit are the most important components of the system.

There ane generaìly three types of collector - flat plate collector,
parabolic concentraton and evacuated-tube, Fìat plate is the most

common collector. The panabolic concentnator is ìess widely used and

can either be a tracking collector, used primaniìy for genenation of

eìectrìcity, and non-tnacking for low grade heating, The evacuated

tube collector can be used in place of a fìat-pìate collector but is
more expensive. This is offset by its higher^ coìlection efficiency,

especiaìly at ìow temperatunes. The size of the colìecton will
generally determine what the system is used for-.

The storage unit is the next most important component of the

active system. The storage medium should have a high specifac heat

to minimize its volume, lt should be well insulated and be located in

the structure that is ito be heated. For systems that use air as the

working fluid, rock-bed stonage units are used (crushed nocks or nocks

usualìy the size of golfballs). For systems that use liquids, water is
probably the most cost-effective storage medium. several new
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substances, Gìauber's saits and paraffin waxes, are interesting

developments in storage materials. This system uses chemical ener-gy

of products in a nevensible chemical reaction; in other wor-ds they

undergo a phase change. when this change occurs they r-elease a lar-ge

amount of latent heat per unit volume. The formen uses the sensible

heat of liquids or- sol i6s.27,28

The next components of the system, distribution units such as

pumps and f ans, thenmostatic contnols and auxiliary ener-gy

sources, are not peculiar to active solar heating systems but ane used

in many familiar situations in industry and residential units. ln this

regard individual features will not be addressed as they wiìl be

different depending upon the active system chosen and its particuìar

application.

Hot Water Heating

Solar hot water heating can be accompìished by basicaliy two

means: ( I ) .natur al thermosyphon system; and, (z) mechanical heat

distribution. The thermosyphon system is based on the passive

approach usìng a convective loop. ln this system the waten storage

tank is placed above the solar collecton, most likeiy in the attic. The

collector heats the water causing it to become less dense, then this

hot waten rises up into the storage tank neplacing the cold water. The

coìd water then moves down into the collector whene it is heated and

the cycle continues i.e. convective loop.
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Mechanical heat distribution is in neality an active system that

contains a coìlector, energy storage system, energy distnibution

system, controls and an auxiliary heat sounce. The heat trans.fer

medium is usualìy water on air. Fon an ain system nock-bin storage is

used; fon a liquid system a thermal water storage tank is used. Figur-e

l0 detaiìs a typical solar system. Basically, part of the incident

solar radiatìon 0n the colìector is transferred to the stor.age tank

through the heat exchangen via the heat transfen medium. The

resultant hot water heats the water in the water tank (where it can be

dìstributed as required) and is retunned thnough the system thus

completing the loop.

A typical hot water heating load for a singre famiìy dwelling on

the prairies is approximately l6 G.J or r5. 2 M Btus per year.

Depending upon its location, size and type of solar collector used, this

system would provide anywhere from 35q^ to 75 % of the annuaì water

heating load.

Direct Production of Electricity fnom photovoltaic ceils

History

The soìan cell effect was first postulated by the Fnench scientist,

Becquerel ìn 1839. Howeven it was not until lgs4 that the first
device was invented--a 6% eff icient solar ceìl by American scientists

at Bell labonatonìes.29 The major use of the cell and indeed its
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impetus fon development was the American space pnognam. Typical

uses today incìude navigational buoys, microwave, r'adio and TV signaì

reìay statìons, unmanned offshone platfonms and several thousand

experimental houses (mostly in the us). unfortunately its high cost

has and cont'inues to impede its widespread use (othen than in remote

areas and in the space and satellite programs).

The problem involves the necessity to produce high purity siìicon

ceìls; this process being energy intensive. other methods of

produc'ing siìicon cells ane being investigated as well as the use of

othen materiaìs such as gallium arsenide--mote expensive but higher

eff iciencies--and cadmium sulf ide (cds)--lowen cost but lowen

efficiency and reduced life. Howeven the ovenalì concept wor ks very

well; therefore reseanch is concentnated on reducing the cost of

pnoducing solan cells.

Principles

The operation of a photovoltaic ceìl (pv) is quite simple;

photons (the sun's light) faìl upon the junction of a semi-conductor-

thereby genenating electricity. This cell has distinct advantages: it
has no moving pants, consumes no fuel, produces no pollution during

I

operation and can be made out of one of the most abundant
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elements on earth--silicon. ln fact their power range can be fnom

microwatts to megawatts depending upon the application, Figure ll
shows the basic operation of a solan cell,

This device has to do thnee things fon it to be abìe to produce

electricity fr om the sun: 31 (i) the cell must absorb a large fraction of

the sunlight incident upon it and in turn use the absonbed ener-gy to

generate electron-hole pair-s (negative-positive changes) within the buìk

of the cell materiaì; Q) the celì must have some means of keeping the

newly created charges separated (i.e. prevent recombination), such as a

built-in electnic field (due to a p-n junction, Schottky barrier-, etc.); and

(3) the separated change carriens must be fnee (have high mobility) to

move through the cell to the electnodes (and hence the extennal circuit)
without recombining or being trapped by a defect and/or impur'ity center.

Figure 12 details the components of the two types of photovoìtaic energy

systems.

Systems

The two methods of solar electric generation available today ar-e:

(l) fixed flat-plate collector'; and, (2) soìan concentrator s. 32 The f ixed

flat-plate collecton has been extensively developed and is widely used, in

addition to being tne simålen generating system. Basicatìy it is an aîray

of silicon cells that convert solan radiation into electricity. This energy
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Figure ll: schematic diagnam of basic p-n junctìon solan ceìì
operation
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would be used for residential homes and for small businesses. Solar

concentrators, as their name implies, use mirrored neflectons or heìio-

stat arrays to concentrate the sun's nays 0n high performance photovoltaic

cells, This concentnation allows the cells to be operated at a higher power

density thus reducing the overall ceìl area. The neduction in cell area may

be offset by the increase in cost of providing tracking devices and cooìing

apparatus. This energy would be genenated at ìarge utility powen plants.

For an example of what can be done with solar, a solar thermal electnic

conversion (STEC) scheme at Banstow, Califonnia involves a central boiler

heated by sunlight fnom an affay of heliostats (reflectons), This l0 MW(e)

plant uses lB0o heliostats, each with 40 m2 area, and incorporates J-4

hour s of thermal enengy heat stonage in rock. 35

Typically photovoltaic power costs between $7 to $20 per'peak watt

installed. 34 Unfortunately peak power figures ane misleading; the daily

average output is the most useful figure, it being on the average I /3 that

of peak power, ln most cases peak power is only pnoduced during an hour

or so at noon and, of counse, only when the sun is shining. Then again not

all ener gy applications are during the sunny houns of summer. ln this case

energy storage will be r'equired--lead acid or nickel cadmium batteries.

One of the problemg with this form of solar energy is that of size.

Photovoltaics, by r'equiring continuous exposune to the sun, produce only

100-200 watts fon every square meter of solan cell area. For an average

house at least one half the roof anea must be covered to produce enough
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energy. ln comparison a conventional powen pìant, whethen it is coai or

nuclear, produces 6-8,000 watts per squane meter of land,

Generally the components of the two systems discussed are the

same as the components of soìar space heatìng systems: coìlectors, in this

case solar cells; an enengy stor-age system; contnol and distr ibution

mechanisms; and, unique power" negulation equipment not needed

pneviously. Powen regulation equipment is nequined since PV produces

power in the DC mode whereas 110/220 volt 60 Hz singìe-phase current is

the electrical standard used today.

Conclusion

Photovoitaics ane still too expensive to be used in most applications

Costs have to be ìowered by at least a power of ten to be viable with

hydno-electric power in urban aneas. Flat-plate collectons can be

effectively used for the generation of electr icity in nemote aneas

especially where diesel genenatons ane being used. ln fact, severaì

systems have been successfully instalìed in Northern Ontar^io. ln the

future, space-based large photovoìtaic arrays (several kiìometers square)

would collect enengy from the sun and tnansmit this power to eanth using

micnowaves,
I

Solar energy can piovide an alternate source for the pnoduction oi'

heat energy, ìn the form of active and/or passive energy systems and for

the generation of electnicity by photovoltaics. lt ìs possibìe to compare
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the costs of energy pr-oduction for both systems but it must be

remembered that one genenates heat while the other pnoduces

eiectricity, Genenalìy in urban areas costs for^ soìar heat ane on the

avenage ane l0 times greaten than for natural gas while solar electric

generatìon is 25 times that for^ conventionaì genenation. Figure 4J

page 179 illustrates aptiy illustr'ates the gap between various

alter'nate energy sounces and those of conventionaì systems.

WIND POWER

wind powen was f inst used extensivery, several centuries ago, in

the Netherlands. The Dutch used it pnimarily to cneate the major ity of

their' country by draining the Rhine delta with windmills, The advent

of the lndustnial Revolution steam power and the internal combustion

engine brought about a severe decline in the use of wind power.

However interest in this from of ener'gy pr oduction has nesunfaced due

to the effects of the rapid rise in oiì prices of the rate 70's,

The source of the wind is the sun. Different areas of the world

are heated by the sun to a greater or lessen extent than other'ar^eas.

The physical motion of the air fnom the cooler areas to warmer. areas

is tenmed wind. Ain has mass so its motion impacting upon a surface

creates its tnansfonmation into mechanical energy. The probìem then

is to harness this mechanical ener gy and turn it into useful wor-k in a

manner that can be commercially viable.
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Histony

The use of the wind can be tnaced back to ancient times, The

Egyptians and chinese probabìy utilized some form of wind power.

possibly fon grinding grain or similan uses. The earìiest recorded use

of windmills was in persia severar centuries befone christ. J5

5ímilar types are stilr being used in the remote areas of rran today. rt
is surmised that the cnusadens, on their return fnom the Holy wars,
br'ought back the idea to Europe. wind power was extensively used by

the Dutch up untiì the advent of steam power-. At its height in the late
nineteenth centur^y up to 24,000 windmills were being used for a

variety of purposes (the familiar foun bìaded wind gener.ator). 56

The development and expansion of hydro-gener"ating stations and a

national power grid in the ,l950's 
spelìed the death of the industry. lt

wasn't until the oil cnises of the 70's and forecasted future shontages

of oil that the development and commerciaìization began again in
eannest.

Principles

Generaily wind blows in ail par-ts of the wonld but at varying

speeds, direction and consistency. Ovencoming these anomolies are

the major pnoblems in deveroping the technology. The accompanying

map, Figure 13, shows the distribution of wind energy in canada. The

windiest pants of canada are located in remote areas where energy use

and demand is low but where the cost of enengy is very high, These
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Fìgure l3: Annual avenage wind enengy density in canada at 50 m

al ti tude.
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areas ane aìso f ar lrom electric power gr"ids and natunal gas

availability, the two main sources of energy in canada today. wind

power can then be a valuabìe energy source,

Aerodynamic fundamantals of ìift and drag determine the

utilization of enengy from a moving column of wind. simpler^

machines, like the savonius rotor as shown in Figur-e 14, operate

solely on drag fonces. They can operate at ìow speeds howeven

their eff iciencies are limited. Mone eff icient wind machines,like

the two and thnee bladed tut'bines, use both the fonces of lift and dr-ag

just like the wings of an air^plane i.e. perform like an airfoil.

wind power, and thenefor'e energy, responds to the cube law -
energy is proportional to the density of the ain and the cube of the

wind speed. The doubling of wind speed results in an eight-fold
increase in power. 37 This is of gneat use. The faster the wind blows

the more power is genenated. Howeven thene is a problem: the speed

fìuctuates from minute to minute, the direction somewhat less. Due

to the cube law the powen then varies dramaticaìly. A prospective

site must be continuousìy monitored for at least a year to establish

its potential for generating energy. A wind speed, averaging l2 mph

(19 kmph), is nequired,to make wind work well.

Systems

Research and development into wind energy conversion systems
(wtcs) has basically been invoìved with two basic designs - pr-opeller-
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Fi 14: Typical Penformances of Wind Machines
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and Darrieus wind generators. Figur^e | 4 shows the typical
penformances of each type of wind machine.

canada has concentnated its reseanch effor ts developing the

vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) while the United States and other-s

deveìoped the horizontaì axis wind turbine (HAwr) system. From the

National Research counci|s point of view, deveìopment of the VAWT

system is advantageous for several reasons: (a) it is more efficient,
extracting more power- at a given wind speed than a HAWT ; (b) it
has a simpler configunation and operates at a highen speed than other^

wind turbines, which makes them well suited to electrical gener-ation;

(c) they are omnidirectionar, that is they can openate in all wind

dinections; and, (d) the machinery that openates the tunb.ine is located

at gnound level simplifying nepain and maintenance procedures. 38 lts
biggest drawback is the fact that it is not self-starting; it requines a

power source other than the wind to start it in motion. A savonius

wind turbine has been added to the Darnieus turbine to start it up.

Dannieus windgeneratons, in sizes ranging fr-om 4 kw to 50 kw

have been developed and are being used in vanious areas of Canada. Two

210 kW units have been instalìed in the l"lagdalen lslands in the Gulf of

st. Lawrence and u.î being operated by Hydro Quebec and N,R.c.

Smaller units are also being tested at the Atlantic Wind Testing site
in Tignish, Prince Edward lsland. Anaìysis has shown that, whene

diesel generatons are used in remote aneas, windgenenators are

economically viable.
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The next step in this development is the design and constnuction

of windgenerators that can produce up to 4l1w of electnicity (enough

for 600-700 homes). "Project Eole" is a joint Hydno Quebec/Federal

Government project that will construct a 4l1w wind tur'bine in the

spring of 1986. The turbine will be a 200 ton l l0 metr e high Darnieus

rotor held up by six guy cables suppor'ted anti-vibration masts

instailed at a cost of $35.2 milìion.39 tt wi.ll be rocated at cap chat

in the Gaspe region of Ouebec.

The united states and most othen countries have developed

windgenerators based on the horizontal axis, two and three bladed

propeller concept. Development is quite well advanced today. The

average power rating is 97 kw and increasing eveny month. At the end

of l9B5 there were l3,l89 wind tur^bines instalìed in the u. s. with a

generating capacity of 1,098 Mw. Two and thnee bladed wind tunbine

units up to 750 kW are readily available on the market, 40

The basic pnoblem then, is to capture and tunn the wind's kinetic

energy of motion into a useful medium, such as electrical ener gy. At

each step in the conversion pnocess ener"gy is lost. No system is 100%

efficient (limited to the theonetical maximum - Betz efficiency of

59.3%) lypically a vAWr system is on the onden or 35% efficient and

HA\VT's 45%. 41 Th, main components of WECS aîe: a wind turbine,

either vAwT or HAWT; an eìectnical genenaton (driven by the tunbine);

and, a stonage medium, usualìy batteries, on elevated waten storage
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tanks. However generators produce dinect (DC) cunrent wheneas

electric utilìties provide alternating (AC) current. Altennatons can be

used to overcome thìs difficuìty but they are not as efficient as DC

generators, nor can the ener"gy be convenîentìy stored and it requines a

constant 60 cycìes necessitating costiy gearing mechanisms.

lnvertors can be used: they change DC power to AC; but, the total

overaìl effìciency is reduced thus increasing the cost of the system.

Figure l5 shows several methods of converting wind enengy to

electnicity.

The upper limit on useful energy from wind power is a function of

ìand area as weìl as wind regimes. canada's large surface anea and

regionaìly excellent wind power negimes (often pnoducìng five more

times wind energy per square meter than dinect solan) combine to

make wind energy a potentially vast new enengy source.

Conclusion

A number of characteristics make wind energy an attractive

energy source. lt is a free inexhaustible source available everywhere.

A windmill delivers high-grade mechanical powen which can

efficiently be converted into eìectricity s0 even smalì windmills
(5- l0 kw for example) can feed directìy into an eìectnical power grid,

Wind p0wer aìlows small increments on a smallerscale than is the
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case with most conventional generating units. This is considened

advantageous where capital ìs scarce and/or enengy demand gnows

more slowly.

ln envinonmental tenms, the hannessing of wind energy is in tune

with the phiìosophy of maintaining the ecoìogical equilibrium in that

it draws upon a renewable energy sounce without upsetting the earth's

ecosystems - unìike the case of fossil fuels, or even nuclear power-

pìants. ln economic terms wind enengy is approaching

cost-effectiveness in remote areas. ln fact ontario Hydr o believes

that wind is now competitive with dieser generated electricity.

GTOTHIRMAL ENERGY

I ntroduction

Geothermaì energy, in its broadest sense, refens to the heat

produced deep within the earth's crust. Geothermal resour"ces are

avaiìable worldwide unden most land masses but only whene it is

concentrated into restrlcted volumes, like inon one deposits or tar

sands, does it have economic potential. lts most evident and common

occurrences are active volcanoes and geyser-s, the most notable being

Krakatoa, st Helens and "Old Faithfur", Hot springs, found in most

aneas of the world ane anothen visible natunal occur-r-ence of

geothenmal enengy.

The central cone of the eanth is composed of molten rock,

primanìly nickel and inon ore, The next layer is composed of
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semi-molten rock, called the manile. The ìayer neanest the sur-face,

which is also the coolest, is calìed the crust. Normally it is fairìy
thin, when compared to the othen two, some 20 to s0 kilometres thick.

Heat is transfened fnom the high tempenature sunface, the eanth's innen

c0re, to the low temperature surface, the ear-th's sunface. Averaged

over the planet this geothenmal heat gr adient is approximately 25'c to

30'C per kilometre, 42

ln theory then, the aim is to find the hottest sour"ce that is
closest to the surface. There are three types of energy sounces that

are avaiìabìe; hot water and/or steam, hot igneous systems, and

moìten rock (magma). These energy sources can all be tapped to

pr ovide useful energy in a number of ways however only two methods

of are interest: producing geothenmal electnicity; and, using lower

grade heat for space heating. 43

History

The sovìet union has a ìong history in deveìoping geothermal

energy resources. They began in lg47 to experiment with extracting

energy from thein geothermal souÍ'ces. By 1975 they had 2g

geothermaì f ieìds supplying almost 440 MW of non-electric energy for

space heating, greenhouse openation and var-ious industnial uses. 44

Other countrÍes such as rtary, lceland, Japan and New zealand

have been developing their nesounces for many years. 45 The f irst
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electr'ic power generator in the wonld using geothermal energy was

from a vapour' dominated system that oper'ated in 1904 in Lardenello,

Italy. llost of these countnies use geothermal enengy primarily for'

space heating and to a lessen extent for agriculture. The United States

is expanding its main field in the Oeysers area 90 miles nonth of San

Francisco and developing severaì othen sites mainly in the southenn

states. The Geysen fÍeld has been operating for twenty years and

provides San Francisco with close to one half its electrical power. ln

general world geothenmal enengy pnoduction has expanded slowly oven

the last two decades.

Canada, on the other hand, is a relative newcomer to the f ield.

Research has been goìng on for some ten years but ìt has been stnictly

limited to ìocating promising areas f or development, The Earth

Physics Branch of the Depar'tment of Energy, tYines and Resources is

the government agency responsible f on coordinating geothermal

research.

Principles

Geothermaì resources can generaììy be categorized unden three

headìngs - hydrothermal deposits; hot ìgneous systems; and

conduction-domlnated systems, 46 The geology of the earth at varying

locations around the world is responsible for diffenent types of

geothermal resources being avaììabìe. Figure l6 details the range of
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Figure l6: Typicaì geothermal fuild temperatunes
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geothermal temperatures availabte and a r'epresentative sampìe of

dinect-use examples.

The general geology and tectonic activity 47 of an anea

determines its potential to produce geothermaì enengy of one fonm or

another. One type of tectonically active negion that shows

consistently high heat flow values lies along the border of tectonic
plates, Fracture systems in the cnust may allow the heat generated by

the inter'action of these plates to be transpor'ted to or near- the earth's

surface. The geothenmal areas of the wor^ld ar'e concentnated along the

margins of the major plates. Figure 17 shows the geothermal

potential of the Prairies and B.C. Geologicalìy the Prair.ies ìie on the

Western Precambrian pìatform and B,C. lies on the Westenn Cordillera

and the Lanamide Foldbel t. Æ

There are three aneas in canada that show potentiaì for
geothenmaì resources - Atlantic Canada, the Pnairie Pnovinces and the

interìor of Bnitish Columbia. The geoìogy of Atlantic Canada indicates

that geothermaì activity is quiet. However, two areas-the Fnedricton

basin and the stellarton area of Nova scotia show promise fon

ìow-temperature energy. 49 The central platform ar-ea (sedimentatr-y

basin) of the Prairies,and the western condillera in the interior of BC

show promising signs of low-temperature energy, suitable for space

heating. 50 Figur"e l7 iilustnates that Gypsumville ìies in an area

which exhibits geother.maì potential,
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Source: After Souther, .l97S, p. 263; and Jessop, 1976, p. S.
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Hydrothermal Deposits

Hydrothermal deposits consìst of high tempenatune water (liquid

domìnated) and/or steam (vapour dominated) contained in neservoirs

(aquifers) rocks. 5l Figure lB offers a simplìfied schematic drawing

of hydrothermaì reservoirs. Gravity and convection carny the hot

water and/or steam through faults and fractures in the rock to a point

near the earth's surface. As in oil explor ation dr^iìling a hydno-thermal

well then brings the stored heat in the water and steam to the sunface

where it can be transformed into energy. This enengy can be used for

heating ìf ìt is hot water or for eìectricity if steam (steam can also

be used for heating).

This steam is usually saturated and superheated, often to
temperatunes nearìng 250'C with some traces of carbon dioxide and

hydrogen sulfide. The steam can be fed direcily to turbines for the

production of electricity. The Geysers' pr oject in California is the

largest and best known plant using steam. 52

Hot f gneous Systems

Hot igneous systems comprise two sources of enengy--magma

and hot, dry rock deppstts. llagma ls ln reallty moìten rock, many

miìes beìow the earth's surface, commonly calìed lava when lt neaches

the sunface.
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Hot dny rock deposits are located above the magma, some 6000

to 15,000 metres below the earth's surface. They ane impermeable,

usually composed of granite in North America, and transfer heat by

means of conduction to the next layer of the earth's crust. Extraction

of the heat energy is still ìn the expenimentai stage but two methods

have been identifìed. 53 The first invoìves using expìosives, even

nuclear, to blow a cavern deep in the rock and with the circulation of

water to the surface extracting the energy. The other method, which

has the same result, is hydrofractur-ing i.e. creating fissures in the

rock, injecting water into the fissures and extracting the heated

water through another dr"ill hoìe. British Columbia has the potentiaì

to exploit its hot dny rock deposit but its developmen! will have to

wait untiì the technoìogy has been pnoven and the energy can be

economicaì ìy extracted.

Conduction Dominated Systems ..

This system is comparabìe to hydr^othermal systems except that

energy transfer is achieved by conduction rathen than convection. Two

sounces are available, sedimentany reservoir-s and geopressuned

deposits. sedimentary reservoirs contaìn water usualìy at a
I

temperature of 100'C and located some 5-lO km deep.54 This water

is usually static or slowly moving. The ussR and Hungary have

utilized these neservoirs for space heating and fon agricultu.*. 55
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Geopnessured neseryoirs occur in sedimentary basins found in

Tertiary age geosynclìnes. 56 These basìns have been lormed and

compacted over a short period of time, geologicaìly speaking. ln

addition to the hydrodynamic and ther-mal energies of the hot water

there ìs natural gas associated with these basins increasing their

potentiaì viabiìity. Geopressured reservoirs show promise but

research has not progressed to a point where extraction is economìcal.

Energy Production Systems

h) Vapour-dominated system.s

The Geysers is the best known and largest geothermal

generating plant in the world. Dry steam is the worKing fìuid and is

fed directìy into turbine generators where eìectricity is pnoduced.

Thìs geothermaì area, 90 miìes north of san Francisco, covens

approxiamtely 160,000 acres and genenating capacity approaches

1,000 l1we. About 900,00 kg of steam per hour ane needed for every

ll0llwe generated, an amount suppìied by 14 wells at r80'c and 7

kg/cmi with a net thermal eff iciency of r4 to r 6 per cent.57 This is

one of the few fields ìn the worìd that operate on dry, hot steam,

(b) Lìquid-Domìnated,Systems

Energy production is more compìex with this type of system

due to dilferìng liquid temperatures, pressures and salìnity. llodes for

generatìng energy ìncìude steam turbines, bìnary cycìe, hybrid cycle
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and total flow concept. Generalìy the temperature and degree of

saìinity dìctate the generating mode and end-use ener-gy (be it space

heating, process heating or electricity).

Lìquid dominated systems use two primary methods for

extractìng energy - flash steam systems and secondary fluid (binary)

systems. A third method - total fìow systems - has not been seniousìy

deveìoped. The percentage of salinity has an impact on all three

systems. The higher the amount of dissolved solids the more probìems

there are with erosion, corrosion and scalìng.

Concìusion

llanitoba is in the prairie centrar pìatform area where hot

water (hydrothermal-lìquid dominated system) at less than gO'c is
probabìy available. Sufficient data has not been collected to confirm

the exact nature of the geothermal deposits ìn the Gypsumville area or

to detenmine the economic viability of the energy recovery system.

However there are systems in use today that could be utilized to
recover heat energy from any deposits that might be found in the

future.

BIOI1ASS ENERGY

Biomass energy can simply be descnibed as chemical energy

whìch ìs stored in plant tissues, animals and animal products
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c0nverted from soìar nadiation via photosynthesis. The resultant
release of this energy can produce, in the broadest sense, heat and/or

electnicity, Figure lg illustr"ates the main features of biomass

technology. specif ically smil has def ined biomass as, 58

"it refers to any plant mass harvestable for conversion

to fuel, as well as to animal wastes convertible to solid

0r gaseous fuels. As these wastes are ovenwheìmingly

nothing but undigested residues of plants, the umbneìla

term phytomass would perhaps be pneferable, with

þiomass reserved for both of the living masses making

up the biosphere, the mass of autotr-ophs (phytomass)

and the mass of heterotrophs (zoomass, including hu-

manity, for which the separate term of anthropomass

might be used to set man apant for adhenents of theJudeo-

Chri sti an tradi ti on)."

Fon our purposes, however biomass wiìl be more simply defined as:

"all plant and animal materiar that can be convented into ener gy."

Biomass resources used in these processes include cnop, forestry,

municipal and livestock wastes, and products grown especially to fuel

these pnocesses such as wood, algae and kelp from ener-gy plantations.
I
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Histor y

Direct combustion is the most obvious and simplest method to

derive energy fnom biomass. wood and animal manure have been used

from time immemoriaì to pr oduce heat for mankind. However, thein

use declined napidly with the coming of the fossil fuel age early in the

20th century. subsequenily interest in biomass, to provide heat and

moreso electricity has increased due to the enengy crìsis and the

nesultant government prognams to reduce dependency on fossil fueìs.

canada is in a very fontunate position with respect to wood as an

alternate fuel sounce. wood, that has been advanced as being ìdeal fon

heatìng-such as poplar and bir ch, is not used by the pulp and paper and

lumber ìndustries. Therefone, the two uses would be mutually

excìusive with enough wood to go around if properly contnolled and

managed. lt has been estimated that there is enough wood avaiiabìe to

heat alì the homes in canada, Figune 20 details the biomass

productivity zones in Canada. Gypsumville is located in the zone that

has the second highest pr^oductivity r-ate.

Pnincipìes

Biomass resources available for energy convension nun the gamut

from algae to municipal sctlid waste to short-rotation forestny (as pen

Figure I 9). Thnee genenar categonies can be identified: ( I )

nesidues including both forest and agr icultural; e) enengy crops
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Figune 20: Biomass productivìty zones in Canada
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including trees, agricultunaì pnoducts; and, (i) wastes incìuding

sewage, solids and industnial.

Forest residues include those resìdues left over from various

f orestry operations that hanvest commercial timber including

ìoggìngresidues such as chips, bark and sawdust, trees removed in

thinning (intermediate cuttìngs), understory removaì and dead trees.

The quaìity of the energy produced (jouìe content) varies depending

upon the specìes o1' the residue, the wood:bark percentage and the

moisture content. Obviousìy the drier the r-esidue the more efficient

is the combustion. Aìso included in the equation f on cost

effectiveness is the distance the residue has to be transported. For

many operations the ideaì condition is to bunn the residues on site.

Gasifìcation is probabìy the best process for converting this biomass

into energy.

Agrìcultural residues can be crassif ied into pnimary and

secondary raw material biomass for conversion into energy, pr imary

residues include those pontions of the crop that are ìeft in the field

after harvesting (wheat and rice stnaws, sugarcane bagasse and corn

stalks). secondary resìdues include those by-products ìeft at the

elevators. Agaìn distance is important and an added complication is

that some residues must be left on the fieids to aid in fighting soil

erosion and ingesting of nutrients into the soil.
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Energy crops are those crops grown specificaìly for energy

production incìuding short-rotation forestry, agricultunal crops and

aquatìc pìants on energy farms, Trees are the most obvious source of

biomass energy production. The concept in short-r'otation tree farms

is to optimize the biomass output taking into account the cost of the

operation. Quìck growing trees are planted in high density and

harvested at regular intervals typically 4-5 year-s allowing the tr-ees

to regrow from the stump (coppicing) and single stem harvesting with

intervals 12-20 year s. 59 The intention is to choose those tnees that

grow quickly but ane not required by the forestr"y industry. ln addition

prime agricuìtural land should not be used for tree pìantations i.e. not

repìacing food crops with tree fanms. Tree species that have been

proposed include cottonwoods, sycamore, red aìder- and hybrid popìans.

Direct combustìon or gasif ication wouìd be used to pr oduce ener-gy

products.

Agrìculturaì crops that have been suggested for energy

plantations include sweet sorghum, corn, sugarcane and sugar beets.

Research has not progressed to a point wher-e crops can be considered

viable at this time. Fenmentation, with ethanol as the by-pr oduct, is

the process that woulÇ be associated with crops.

Aquatic biomass includes those aquatic plants that can be found

in fresh water such as water hyacinth and duckweed and in salt water-

such as seaweeds, micnoalgae and kelp. These have not been
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ìnvestigated thoroughìy enough to be of any use, especially in western

canada. Anaenobic digestion would be the preferned technoìogy to

convert thìs biomass to energy in the form of biogas.

wastes is a general term encompassing many biomass resources

including manure from animals, generaìly catile, swine, sheep and

poultry, to sewage. Animal manure produces two useful products: a

residue that can be used for fertilizen; and, a medium jouìe value gas.

ln the united states cattle and poultry are the main sounces for

manune. Several plants in the United States are being constructed to

produce methane and fertilizer from catile manure from majon

feedlots and stockyards. A by-pr'oduct from this process is fer tilizer,

Anaerobic digestion is the process used to convert manure to methane.

lndustrìal wastes ìncludes by-products fnom food processing

pìants and some chemicaì ìndustries. Food processing plants include

canneries (both vegetabìe and fruit) freezing plants, slaughterhouses,

sugar mills, breweries, distilleries, and bakeries, 60 organic plants

and coal carbonization are examples of chemical industries. Anaerobic

digestion and fermentation are the processes involved in this

application.

soìid wastes are,produced by every household and factor-y in the

world today. A city tÅe slze of New yor'k and rononto produce garbage

at an alarmìng rate and it is incneasing every year, One suitabìe use of

this bìomass is for energy production. The composition, quantity and
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type of munìcipal solid wastes (NSw) varies greaily day to day

and region to region. The economics of resounce necoveny depend upon

the efficiency of the openatìon, the quantity of the energy produced

and the value of the materìais necovered.

llSW contains combustìble materiaì, moisture and ash; the latter-

ingredients, once removed, provìde twice the heating value as that of

as - received l'1sw. ln addition non-combustible components such

as gìass, iron and steel, ajuminum and non-fernous substances must be

removed prion to burning and can be dìsposed of by selling as scrap,

There are many systems, both European and Amenican, that ar-e

availabìe to provide energy through waste destruction (typical

efficiencies nange from i7 to 70 percent). The three most common

European systems are the reciprocating grate, noller (drum) gr"ate and

reverse reciprocatìng grate systems, The first American system was

the traveìling grate but this has generaìly been superseded by the

suspension fired system. Most systems are built with water-waìì

constructìon. Pyrolysis and starved aìr systems, a combination of
pyrolysis and ìncineration, are other methods of resource recover-y.

lncìneration is, by and large, the most popular system.

Landfill sites are, another source of energy, primarily methane gas

incìuding varying amounts of nitrogen, carbon dioxide and hydrogen

sulfide. Thìs gas is produced within the landfiìl itseìf by anaerobic

decomposition of organic waste matenial. lt can be burned dir ectìy or
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scrubbed to remove the unwanted components thus incneasing its
joule value by as much as i00%. A number of factors affect the

amount of gas produced including air" infiltration, site constnuction

and the gas recovery system. The system for coilecting, removing and

purifying the gas is a well-proven and economically feasibìe pr-ocess.

Human wastes is another source of ener gy. Nearly every town and

city in North America has a sewage disposal plant that can be used as

the source of energy, Anaerobic digestion is once again the main
pr0cess for producing energy in the form of methane gas and fer tiìizer.
codisposaì systems, utilizing solid waste and wastewaten tneatment

sludge as the fuel, is also widely practised in the united states.

Energy Conversion Systems

conversion technologies have generally been classified by two
different means: firsily by the method of breaking down the biomass

into useable components i.e. biological or thermochemical - 
neac-

tions;61 and secondly, by the type of pr-ocess used i.e. wet or dry

conversion. Both methods incompass the presenily known bio-thermal

reaction processes. Figure 21 iìlustrates the cunrent methods of

energy conversion and the direct-use applications of the pnoducts.
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Bioìogical Convension

Biologìcaì conversion entails ener^gy-yielding enzymatic

breakdown of biomass by micro-or^ganisms unden anaerobic

conditions. The main systems are ( I ) biomethanation (anaerobic

digestìon) which produces methane and carbon dioxide, a fuel gas; (2)

ethanoì fermentatìon, which produces a liquid fuel; and (j) other

anaerobic microbiologìcaì pr'ocesses usìng acetone-butanol, acetic

acid, and other fatty acids,

Anaerobìc dìgestion (biomethanation) 62 is a well known

process that is used in the treatment of sewage world wide. lt
ìnvolves the decomposìtion of organic materials such as industrial

wastes, animal manure, municipaì solid residues and sewage, in the

absence of air, to produce methane and canbon dioxide. The methane

that is pr'oduced is commonly called bìogas.

This is a two-step process, primariìy carrìed out in a digester.

The first step invoìves the breakdown of the wastes by sever-al types

of bacteria - hydrolytic, acetogenic and homoacetogenic - into organic

acids; and, the second step transforms these acids (using

methanogenic bacteria) into methane and canbon dioxide. The gas

produced can be burned dìrecily 0r "scrubbed" to nemove the carbon

dìoxide thereby producing a higher jouìe value gas.

Fermentation 63 is a well known process that has been used for

many centuries to produce alcohoìs, mainly ethanol. llany r-aw
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materials have been used over the years including sugans (sugan cane,

sugar beets, sweet sorghum and molasses) stanches (potatoes and

cereal crops) and lignoceììuìosic (wood, agrìcultural and forest

residues) materials. Processes using other than sugars as raw

materials have an additional step - using hydr oìysis to neduce the raw

materiaìs to sugars.

Thermochem ical Conversi on

Thermochemical conversion involves the use of high

temperatures to convent bìomass into useful energy by-products.

The processes include ( I ) direct combustion to produce heat; (2)

pyrolysis to produce biogas, pyrolytic liquids, chemicals, and chancoaì;

(3) gasification to produce low or intermediate joule value gas; and (4)

liquefaction to produce heavy fueì oiì 0r, with upgrading, lighter

boiling liquid products used as distillates, light fuel oil, or gasoìine.

Direct combustìon in its simplest form has been used as a form

of producing energy for many centurìes. Basicaìly it was used to

provìde heat and for cooking using fuelwood and charcoaì. Systems

used include open fires, wood stoves and furnaces, package boilers and

fluid bed units. The,heat produced is used fon heating and for the

production of steam for electrìcity. Biomass used incìudes forest

residues from the puìp and paper industry, agricultunal residues and

pulp ìiquors.
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Direct combustion transforms municipaì solid wastes into

energy through two means; ( I ) conventìonaì incìneratìon where the

wastes are burned 0n traveìling gnates, and (Ð fluidized-bed

c0mbustìon where wastes (shredded and separated to provide a

homogeneous fuel) are suspended in an air mixture and burned. An

incinerator with a heat recovery system is one of the sìmpìest forms

of energy recovery that can be used for small communities (steam fon

heating and/or eìectricity).

Pyrolysis, the thermal decomposition of biomass materials in

the absence 0r near absence of oxygen, is a means of producìng fuel

gas, ììquids, and chars with the quantitìes of each deter-mined by the

pressure, temperature, residence time, catalysts,- and neactor

charge mìxture. 64 This is a thermochemicaì process requiring heat

to produce energy. One example is the destructive distillation of wood

and other agrìcuìtural products, and municipaì solid wastes to produce

methanoì, charcoal and low jouìe value gas. The resultant fuels can be

used for space heating and the generation of electricity. This pr ocess

is a multi-stage one involving high temperatures that make pyrolysis

feasible in ìarge scaìe operations.

6asification is defined as the reaction of carbonaceous

materìals wìth an auxiliary gas such as aìr, oxygen 0r hydrogen to

produce a mixture of carbon monoxide, hydrogen, carbon dioxide,
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methane, some tar, and char. 65 steam can be useo but ìt has a

disadvantage in that it must be carried out at high pressures, typically
above 7 bars. Oxygen or hydrogen while reducing the nitrogen content

of the gas, must first be separated from air thereby increasìng the

cost and energy consumption. 6asification is different fnom pyrolysis

in that no additional heat is required and the composìtion of fueì gases

is different.

Present reseanch centers on the production of medium jouìe

value gas, high jouìe vaìue gas or substjtute natural gas. woody

biomass is to be the preferred fueì due to its relative abundant supply.

steam and/or oxygen rather than aìr will be used. ln this process the

unnecessary by-products such as canbon dìoxide, hydrog.en sulfide and

water vapour are removed and methanol is produced.

Liquefaction 66 is defined as a thermochemìcal process which

at high temperatures and pressures and in the presence of catalysts
yields liquids. This process uses a portion of the product-oil to
prepare a sìurry of biomass. The slurry plus catalyst is pumped into a

reactor at a temperature of approximately 400'c and pressure of

30-40 atmospheres. Liquefaction does produce a clean fuel sìmilan to

heating oil, but the necessity of high pressures increases the energy

and capital costs to a prohibitive level,
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Conclusion

The types and varieties of biomass that are availabie 0n a

world-wide basìs for convers'ion into energy are numerous. However

once a specific site has been chosen the types of biomass are greaily

reduced due to ìocation, climate and avaiìability. Dinect combustion of

wood is stiìl considered the best method for producing energy in the

form of steam for space heating and for electricity. The second choice

would be the utilization of municipal soìid waste, also for eìectricity

and space heating, and the third would be the tr-ansformation of

sewage into energy in the form of biogas.

Quantificatìon of energy available fon the biomass sources can

be broadly stated. Figure 20 illustrates that Gypsumrlille is in the

medìum productivity zone having approximateìy g to l0 tonnes per

hectare per year harvestable biomass. Looking at combustion of wood

for example, this amount would provide six cords of wood equivalent

to 150 x 106 Btu's or close to 1000 galìons of oiì.
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NUCLEAR ENERGY

I ntroduction

Nuclear energy is reìeased by two processes - fission and fusion.

Fission invoìves the splitting of a heavy atom, usually unanium, into

two or more fragments releasing sÍgnificant amounts of energy. 67

ïhis is pure uncontrolled energy in its basic form, but this energy can

be transformed to do useful work. Fusion power, in its most abundant

fonm, is found Ín the stars i.e. a star can be considered to be one lar-ge

nuclear reactor. Fusion invoìves the conversion of mass to energy (E =
a,

mc') by the joìning or fusion of two ìight atoms, usually hydrogen 0r

helium into a heavier one. Tremendous amounts of energy ane released

by this process.

The basic operation of a nuclear power plant is relativeiy simple

in theory. The process of nuclear fission and fusion release ener-gy

which is usuaìly used to boil water to produce steam which in tunn

drives a turbine connected to a generator that produces eìectricity.

Nuclear Fission Power

Histony

Fissìon was f irst discovered in February, lgjg but it was not

until December 2, 1942 that the worìd's first self-sustainìng nuclean

fission chain reaction was successfully achieved at the Univer-sity of

chicago in the united states. 68 At this time the prime r-eason for
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its development was to produce an atomic bomb. lt wasn't until the

end of the second world war- that commercial neactors were built

with the prime punpose of generating eìectricity.

The period 1945 to 1953 saw the development and construction of

many experimentaì research reactors in the united states, ussR,

Britain and Fnance. The first commercial small reactor, a pressur ized

water reactor (PWR) was built for the u.s. Navy in 1955 that powered

the submarine USS Nautilus. The design was so successful that it is
still being used today. Thìs development paved the way for the

construction of the first nuclear'power pìant in the united States, at

shippingport PA. lt attained its design power output of 60 Mw

electrical/230l1w thermaì December 2J,1g57. 69 From this starting

point many countries began developing a nuclear" power industry.

Pninciples

Each country deveìoped its own design based eithen on pr-evious

technical knowìedge and/or avaiìability of materiaìs. Many designs,

invoìving different types of fuel, coolant and modenators have been

deveìoped, constructed and become operational. severaì of the most

popuìar designs are: ,(l) ìight water- design, consisting of boiling

water neactons (BWR) and pressunized water reactors (pwR); (2) high

tempera- ture gas cooied reactor s (HTGR); ìiquid metal fast breeden

reactor (LI'1FBR); and, (4) heavy water moderated reactor, the CANDU.
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Basicaìly the cooìant, whether ìt be gas, liqujd metal or heavy water,

transfers heat to waten, cneating steam that in turn drives turbines

that generate electricity.

canada has concentrated its efforts on the CANDU (canadian

Deuterìum uranium) design. The best known example of this type of

reactor is the Pickening Nuclean powen Generating plant in centnal

0ntarì0. Originaily operational in l97 1 it has pr-oduced more

electricity than any other nuclean plant in the wonld. Construction of

other large pìants followed, incìuding pickering B, Br-uce and Gentilly.

Nuclear power piants now produce approximately lo % of the total

eìectricaì energy in canada, with most plants, lJ cANDU,s,

concentrated in Ontario. Today thene are22 operating CANDU reactors

with a totaì output of rz,zso MWs. 70 Figur-e zz illustnates the

CANDU reacton system.

This thesis is interested in small reactor designs providing 2

l1w to l0 l1w of power', whether in the fonm of heat or eìectricity.
canada is again one of the world leaders in small reactor designs,

such as the 5L0WP0KE, a promising breakthrough in small neactons.

Systems 
;

The sLOwpoKE (dare Low power criticaì Expeniment) concept is

beìng spec'ifically designed by Atomic Enengy of canada Limited (AECL)

for use in remote communities. The power nange for this appìication
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Figure 22

The CANDU System

Nuclear power reactors maintain the fissioning of
uranium to produce heat. There are different reactor
systems available but the one developed and used in
Canada is called CANDU (CANada Deuterium Ura-
nium). This name summarizes three of the reactor's
distinguishing features: the system is Canadian; it
uses heavy water (deuterium oxide) as moderator; and
the f uel is natural uranium.

Fission reactions in the fuel produce heat and fis-
sion products or "wastes". The heat is removed by
heavy water pumped over the fuel and is used to pro-
duce steam which turns the turbine generators to
generate electricity. The fission products remain fixed
in the f uel.

CANDU fuel bundles each weigh about 24 kilo-
grams. Several thousand fuel bundles are contained
in each reactor, held in horizontal pressure tubes
through which the cooling water flows. Heavy water
moderator, without which the reaction would not take
place, surrounds the pressure tubes.

When a slow-moving neutron strikes the nucleus of a
uranium-235 atom it splits it into fission products
which fly apart creating heat. Neutrons given off at
the same time are slowed down by the heavy water
moderator and are able to split other uranium-235
atoms and thus maintain a chain reaction.

CANDU pressurized heavy water nuclear power process

1. Heat produced by
fissioning uranium fuel
in reactor

4. Turbine shaft turns
generator rotor to
generate electricity

Turbine

5. Power lines take electric
power to communities

Generalor

Pum p

6. Lake or river water cools used
steam to condense it to water

7. Water pumped back
to the boiler

l--<
Þ

\ { *-!ìi'¿-i' 
-----l 

r¡{ {¿ï! ë'¡{¡v.:¡rrr.('

'.,I 
-

Reactor

2. 'Heavy water' coolant
transfers heat from fuel to
boiler where ordinary water is
turned into steam

Pump

Conlainment building

3. Steam
pressure turns
turbine

Source: AECL Nuclean Power CANDU Reactor Safety, July l9B0
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ls ln the onder ot'2 p1w (tn) to 20 p1w (th).71 Rrct ,s strategy has

been to develop a simple, safe and economic reacton concept based on a
proven design. sìowpoke is a low temperatune pooì-type reactor
similar to those used for reseanch at several Canadian universities.

Its purpose will be to heat unpressurized water, which can in turn be

used to heat buildings. ln fact several could be hooked up in senies fon

the production of electricity, This is done by passing the hot water
from the reactor through heat exchangers where an organic liquid is
vap0rized to drive turbines. The reactor is designed to be

self-contained and licensed to operate without an operator in the

reactor room. lt can be turned on with a switch (not necessarily

located ìn the reactor building) and can reach full powen in a matter
of minutes. The reactor core would be designed to be neplaced as a

unit every two years. 72

The major components of the slowpoke reactor ane detailed at
Figure 23, As can be seen the reactor does not comprise a series of
compìicated components and gr.eat lengths of high pressure piping

running ìn every direction. The neactor is not much mone than the size

of a double car garage:filled with waten and placed on its end enclosed

by concrete and burieb in the ground, prefenrably bedrock. The fuel

assembly, uranium (5 per cent enr iched) oxide pellets encased in
zirconium metal alloy tubes is about the size of a bnead-box and is
placed at the bottom of the pool.
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The novel features of the sLOwpOKE reactor concept are low

crltical mass, inherent safety and unattended openation. Low critical
mass is achieved by surrounding a small u235 aluminum-waten core

with a beryllium refiector. This is important because of the low

consumption of uranium, the neduced amounts of shielding, cooling

water and fission products ther"eby neducing the overall cost. Reactor

power is controlled by a motot -driven benyllium annulus surrounding

the core, responding to a signal fnom a temperature sensor. The

coolant temperature is usuaììy maintained at g0'c. 73 core cooling is

by natural convection and the pool waten is separated fr-om the hot

water delivered to the consumeÍ- by the heat exchangers.

A melt-down, the common fear for existing large neactors

(typical examples are Three Mile lsland and Chernobyl) cannot occun

since the fission reacton does not pr-oduce enough heat to melt the

zirconium tubes that hold the fuel pellets. The neaction is

temperatune controìled so that if the system fails the rate of

f issioning declines and the neactor would eventually shut itseìf off.

lf Slowpoke is to be a viable alternative it will have to exhibit

several important factors -- low capital and oper-ating costs and a

short construction an0 licensing period. AECL economic analysis

indicates that it companes favorably with electricity and imponted oil,

but not with natural gas (costs based on southern ontariù.74 As

there is little naturaì gas and hydro powen available at many remote
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nonthern locations, where most nely on diesel fuel, cost companisons

are veny favorable.

Nuclean Fusion Power

Nuclear fusion powen is in its rerative infancy. The physics of

fusion reactìons are well known but the technology is not well

developed. 75 The process must be car'r-ied out at extremely high

temperatures (100 milìion degrees Kelvin) and pressures (1000 times

that of conventional solios), 76 Basically, the conditions found in the

stars must be recreated in the labratory. The best known fusion

reactor protype is the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor, using magnetic

confinement principles, that is being developed at the plasma physics

Labonatory in Pninceton, N.J, lt is being developed because of its
simplicity, theoretically speaking, as it has the lowest requined

ignition temperatures. 77 Figur-e 23 ilìustnates a genenalized

represenstation of the Tokamak prototype neactor-.

Fusion power has been developed and supponted because of its
tremendous energy potentiai and the fact that one of its main fuel

components deuterium, found in ordinany water, is readiìy available.

The heat generated by'a fusion reactor can be used in several ways: for-

distnict heating and industrial heat; fon the pr-oduction of hydrogen, to

be used as a fuel; the generation of eìectricity; and, the pnoduction of

f issile material for f ission nuclear reactors.
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Fusion Reactor Configurations 
- 

Closed Magnetic Confinement

Figure 24 ScHEMATtc REPRESENTAT|ON oF A ToKAMAK REACToR

POLOIDAL FIELD COILS

VACUUM

VESSEL

NEUTRAL BEAM
INJECTOR

Source: After fhe Princeton tJniversity Plasma Laboratory: An Overview, 1979, p. B.

The fusion reactor configuration with the
longest history of development is the Tokamak,
named after a device with which the Russians did
some pioneering research on plasma stability. The
Tokamak involves closed magnetic confinement of
a plasma in a torus (doughnut-shaped chamber)
maintained at a high vacuum. Three different mag-
netic fields, or sets of fields, act to confine the
plasma within the torus or vacuum vessel. The
toroídal magnetic field is the basic confining field,
and the poloidal field forces the plasma toward
the middle of the torus. To maintain plasma equi-
librium and stabilily, a third set of magnetic fields

IELDING

IDAL FIELD COIL

URCES

is generated by smaller coils along the periphery
of the torus.

Various means can be used to add energy to
the plasma. ln the Princeton TFTR (Tokamak
Fusion Test Reactor) pictured above, high-energy,
neutral-particle beams will carry energy into the
plasma and provide the extra heat required to
reach ignition temperature. To give an idea of
scale, the torus or vacuum chamber for TFTR will
be 1.7 metres in diameter and almost I metres
across. TFTR is designed to achieve scientific
breakeven and is scheduled to be operational in
1982.

t0N
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Howeven the potential of this energy sounce has not sufficienily

deveìoped at this point in time. Answers to the question--ls magnetic

fusion practical in terms of engineering, economics and safety?--

have not yet been determined. Fusion power, thenefor-e wilì not be

considered as a viabìe alternative energy sounce for the forseeabie

future.

District Heating

Dìstrict heating is not an alternate enengy sounce but a means to

effectiveìy distribute this energy. space heat, in the form of hot

water or steam, is generated at a central location; in Gypsumville's

case a central heating piant, and then distnibuted thr-ough a system to

the end usens. The alternate enengy forms would be the heat sounce.

Another aspect of this technology that is gaining popularity is

co-genenation. This case involves the waste heat that is produced by

the genenation of electricity being distributed as space heat. ln

reality, cFS Gypsumville minus the PllQ's, was heated and powened via

a co-generation centnal heating and power pìant,

District heating has seen widespnead use in the Soviet Union and

Europe since the 1950's. However, it is not as popular in Nonth

America. For alternate enengy systems, one of the major costs is that

for storage systems. Economies of scaìe are one advantage of district

heating schemes. The heat sounce is at one central location thus
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reducing the cost of producing heat. The stonage facility can be

centr'aììy located, thus reducing its overall size, heat iosses and most

important its cost. This is impontant since the ìower the cost of the

aìternate energy system the better the chance of it being used to

repìace the existìng fossil fuels.

Summany

ïhis chapter has ouil ined the importance of energy in this

industrialized world, with the incneasing pnice of fossil fuels,

especially crude oiì (ignor'ing the present and likeìy tr-ansient dip in

the cost pr ice) and the diminishing r'eserves, the wonld has looked to

renewable forms of energy as viable altennatives. These s0uf-ces

incìude solar, wind, biomass, geothenmal, and nuclear energy.

The majority of alternate energy fonms discussed would be

suitable sounces of suppìy for the heatìng and electnical energy

nequinements of the Station. Those not considered viabìe at this time

would be geothermal energy, fusion energy and most fonms of biomass

except for wood, llunicipaì soìid waste and sewage. At this juncture

economics have not been taken into account in the assessment of the

different energy forms. This anaìysis will be carried out in chapter 4.

Fusion energy is not anticipated to be a viable altennate source

until well into the 2l st centuny when, at that time, it will be utilized

0n a very lange scale with powen outputs approaching one to two

thousand megawatts. Geother^mal ener-gy will also be used in the

future, however it has the potential to be used on a smalì or large
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scale depending upon the its intended use. Technology is availabìe

now to utilize this energy but it would not be used untiì the price of

oil reached and exceeded its pnevious high ìevels of $45.00 pen bannel,

Other' forms of biomass not mentioned, fon example water hyacinth

and sea weed, can be used but not in canada as they ane not available.

The present and futune potential fon altennate enengy generation

has previously been pnesented in Table I of chapter I but is neprinted

here as it is pertinent to the concluding nemanks to this chapter,

There ane many installations of the vanious technologies with the

majority being photovoltaics and wind systems; however when

comparing the actual output ( I 985) with the installations, the

applications ane on a very small scale. The greatest, expansion is

wind technology with an increase in output of over 900 % , from 6 Mw

to 50 MW. This tabìe supports the pr-emise of ontario Hydro that in
nemote areas, wind for 8.6 cents /kwh and 7,I cents fon photovoltaics,

are more economic than dieseì generation for' 9.5 cents/kwh (reponted

in SOL Vol 55 Sept-Oct t986 pg l5).

From the above analysis the fonms of altennate energy that can be

utilized are listed in order of viability, fnom most to least likely:
( I ) Nuclear energy in the form of the sLOwpoKE Reactor;

(2) Dinect combustion of Wood and MSW;

(3) Wind;

(4) Solar ener'gy including Photovoltaics;

(5) Geothermal energy; ârìd,

(6) Nuclear fusion
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Table 1 canadian Alternative tnergy Generation: ( 1 9g5- lgg5)

lnstallations Output (l1W)

1985 1995 lg8s l99s
Technoìogy (actual) (expected) (actual) (expected) Appìications

Private
Hydroeìectric

Wind

Cogeneration
(lncl biomass)

llunicipal
Solid Waste

200 400 BB2 1042

600 1000 6

344 t000 1200

xPrivate and

t"lunicipal
deveìopment

xRemote

community
p0wer

50 xSmall Scale
independent
systems

xRemote

community
Power

3500 xlndustr'ial and

I nstitutional

l5 xDistnict

Heating
xl"lunicipaì and

industnial

xOff gr id,
p0wer
applications

xRemote com-
munity power'

5

Photovoltaics 2100 4000

t5 4

0.t

Source: Data provided by the Depantment of Ener-gy, llines and
Resources (canada), the provincial governments and major utilities
across Canada.
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Canadian Forces Station (CFS) Gypsumvilìe has been chosen as the

case study because it is considened to be a typical isolated community

and that it paraìlels those features found in many smallmining towns,

remote nonthern communities and lndian neservations. f t is nelatively

isolated, its popuìation is smali, there is housing available, an

industrial and administration area, a necreation complex and retail
stones. Factuaì data on the site characteristics are readi ly available

and the station is accessible simplifying the colìection of data.

convensely, a fictitious community does not have to be created in

order to prove the hypothesis.

GENERAL DTSCRIPTION 78

CFS Gypsumville is classified as a heavy nadan site that forms

pant of the Pinetree Line contnolled by Ain command. The unit is
designated a NORAD sunveiìiance site operationaìly controlled fnom

canadian Fonces Base (cFB) North Bay. cFS Gypsumville was

constnucted in 1961/62 which made it the last of the new generation

radan sites to be built in Western Canada.

cFS Gypsumville js located 0n approximately 800 acres of ìand in

the interìake region' of Manitoba lss road miles north-west of

winnipeg on Pnovincial Highway No,6 just south of the 52 nd. par-alìel.

The unit consists of two areas separated by one-quarten of a mile. The

operational aîea, containing the nadar domes and its associated
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suppor't facilities and buiìdings, is on the west side of Hwy 6. The

domestic (residential) and industrial anea containing marnied quartens,

administration and the industr'ial complex, is on the east side of the

highway.

Genenaìly cFS Gypsumville is fonced to be a self-contained

community due to its isolation fnom major" unban aneas, with Winnipeg

being the cìosest major centre. To the north, the only major

settlement served by an all-weather noad is Thompson, some 250

miìes away. Figune 25 depicts the province of Manitoba showing the

Station in nelation to the other pnominent areas.

Location

cFS Gypsumville is located on Highway No. 6 between Lake

llanitoba and Lake Winnipegosis about 5 miles nonth of the Fairfond

Riven, The small villages of Fairf ord, Gypsumville and St llartins ane

in the same vicinity along with thr'ee lndian reservations belonging to

the Saulteaux tt ibes, Canadian National Railways has a rail line just

east of the station nunning north-south. Running paralìel to this nail

line is a l"lanitoba Hydro transmission power line (2 lines, one of which

is a high voltage DC line).
I

The station consists of 800 acres of land described in the Lands

Title off ice as follows:

l. NE l/4 Sec 18, TWP 31, R9, WPM 160,0 acnes
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2. NWI/45ec18 and SWI/4Sec 19, TWp Jl ilJ.9 acr.es

R9, WPll excepting out of both l/4 sections

the most W 67' in perpendicular width.

3. NE l/4 Sec 13, TWp J l, R 10, WpN excepting 156.94 ares
the most E67'in perpendicular width.

4. NE l/4 Sec 14. TWp J l, R t0. 160.0 acres

Figure 26 shows the station in nelation to the above and the nearby

areas. The anea in Township (TWp) Jl incìudes 2l acres fon the 110

anea and 65 acres comprising the lndustriaì, Administr-ation and

Recneational area,

Topography and Climate

The arca surrounding Gypsumviile (hereaften known as the

station) is generally level and heaviiy treed with dense scrub gr-owth.

The geology 0f the area (llanitoba is in the central platfor m atea,

western canada sedimentary basin, of the prairies) is shatter-ed

limestone which varies in depth fnom 6 inches to g feet below the

surface. Top soil is thin, usually with a hand clay formation direcily

below the top soil. The anea has an abundance of water nearby with
the Fainlord River running east-west to Lake winnipeg, just five miles

south of the station. Genenally the area has marshy conditions in many

locations due to insufficient dr-ainage,
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Gypsumvilìe is situated on ìatitude 5l degrees 40' N,

44' Y,l at an elevation of 265 metres. lt expeniences

98 degrees

a moderate

climate, averaging 1200 degree days ceicius with a Januar-y mean

temperature of -20.7'c and a Juìy mean temperature tempenature of

l8'c, solar radiation data is not available but it would appnoximate

wìnnipeg's i.e. 5800 lY,J/mz per year on a collector inclined at 65

degrees. Table 6 illustrates the climate details.

Station Faci lities

As stated previousìy the Station consists of two ar'eas sepanated

by one-quarter of a mile and Hwy 6: the Oper-ations anea; and, the

Residential area. The residentiaì site can be fur'then d.elineated into

foun areas or, per zones; residential, industniaì, recneational and

administnation.

The residential zone consists of 9 I Department of National

Defence (DND) three and foun bedroom double wide trailer units

averaging 1000 sq. ft. in area; plus 25 privately owned tnailer pads,

and six DND trailers (12 feet by 60 feet), Figur-e 27 shows the

specific details of one typicaì doubìe wide trailen unit (her eafter

known as llarnied Quanters-MQs). Figure 28 details the various

physical components of the station including utilities, commonly

calìed Works,
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LBMKHT 0IST A-B(2)-c-L-2399(2)

CURRENT DESIGNEO USE

CONSTNUCT¡ON ENG¡NEER¡NO MANAOEMENl INFORMAÎION SYSTEM

FACIL¡TIES CAlALOGUE - WORKS

P AGL
DATE I

f
09 MAR 84

¡

BASE:
LOCATION:
FUNCT ToNAL coMI,,IAND:
s I tE CLASS:

9l!lDrAN F0RCES STATTON cypsuMVrLLE
GYPSUMV¡ LLE
A I R COIìIMAND
SEMI URBAN

AIRSIRIPS

ANTEN¡¡AE FARM

BALL D¡A?¿ONO

BALL D I AMOI{D

8 LEACHERS

8R¡DGE. SIEEL.,,

BRIDGE. STEEL

8RI0GE, sÌEEL

BR¡OGE. SIEEL

ELC Dls sYS BELOW 24oov

ELECIRTCAL GENERATION

ELECIRICAL SUBSTAT TON

ELECTRTCAL SUBSÎAT TON

FENCEI CHAIN LINK

FENCEI OIHER ,.

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

F ¡ REGUARD

GOLF COURSE

HOCKEY RINK (OUTDOOR)

FACTLITY NAME

GRÀVEL AIRSTRIP-TA

ANTENNA FARI,f.TA

SOFTBALL DI A

SOFTBA LL. DI A

2 BLEACHERS-

CULVERT I6 F

CULVERT 26 F

CULVERT 50 F

CULVERT 75 F

SINSPMQ DIST

GATR S I TE-TA

NONo MQA

MOND MQA

MQn

EET LONG

EEI LONG

EET LONG

EET LONG

RIBUTION

STANDBY POWER-BAA

SUB STAI¡ON -POWER SYSTEM -8AA

OUTER FENCE-BAA

FENCING

FTRE ALARM BOXES-BAA8IIQA&TA

F ¡ RE DETECTORS

F ¡ R E8R EAK- BAA

GOLF COURSE-BAA

SKATING RINK-BAA

CAPACITY

60 SEATS

TON S

TONS

TONS

TONS

VOLT S

300 Kt{

2250 KvA

198 KVA

coNs
MÀTERIAL /ACq

METAL

t.Jo0D

25 CALL BOXES b,l00D

1 CALL BOXES IIIETAL

ACT STRUCTURE LI FE DEVYEAR /ÊsT CLASS QUAL Èie- clr

r 973

r 962

r 962

t 966

I 970

1 962

I 962

I 962

r 962

1 962

r 962

I 962

1 962

r 962

r 973

r 962

I 962

f962 E

1973 A

GRAVE L

METAL

t.'l00D

METAL

METAL

META L

METAL

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

CA
cA
CG
BG

CF

CG
CG
cc

G

BG
BG
BG
BG

cA
cA
BG
BG
BA
CA

1990 c

1990 
^

1990 A

1990 A

1990 
^

1990 A

1990 
^

1990 A

1990 A

t990 
^

1990 
^

1990 A

1990 A

1990 A

1990 A

1990 A

t990 A

1990 A

1990 
^

A

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

A

A

A

A

A

E

A

A

9 HOLES

w00D 1972 A c
^ 

1985 A



LBMKHp.. .DIST A-e(Z)-C-L-239e(2)

CURRENI OESIGNEO USE

HTNG D¡S SYS, UNOERGRND

HÎNG PRODN. OVER 2OOHP

HING PROON, OVER 2OOHP

HTNG PRODN, O-2OOHP

IMPROVED GROUNDS GRASSD

¡MPROVED GROUNDS GRASSD

¡MPROVED GROUNDS GRASSD

T NC T NERATOR

L0A0ING RAMP, CONC.

MAST

MAST

MASI

PAVED PARK¡NG AREA

PAVED ROAD, ASPH.

PAVED ROAD, ASPH.

POL RESERVOIR

SAN SEWAGE COLLECTN SYS

5AN SEWAGE COLLECTN SYS

S EIdAGE LAGOON

S¡REN

coNslRUcTl0N ENcINEERTNo ÎìTANAGEMENT TNFORMATIoN sysTEM

FACIL¡T¡ES CATALOGUE - WORKS

BASE :
LOCAT ION:
FUNCT IONAL COMMÂND:
S I TE CLASS:

cANADIAN FORcES STATIoN GYPSUMVILLE
GYPSUMVI LLE
ATR COMMAND
SEMT URBAN

pAc¡Ty MATERTAL iîË; yEAR zÊ8i .in!"Hl:. il[. Biy

PAGE ¡
OATE:

2
09 MAR 84

¡

t 990

I 990

I 990

t 990

| 990

I 990

I 990

t 985
I

I 990

I 990

I 990

I 990

t 982
I

I 990

I 990

f 990

I 990

I 990

f 990

I 995

FACI LITY NAME

U.G. HEAT OIST. LINES-BAA

CHP BOI LERS ( 2 )-BAA

I.'ASTE HEAT GENERATORS(3)-8AA

SIEAM BOILERS(2)-BAA

HELI PAD-TA

IMPROVEO GROUNOS-BAA

¡MpROVE0 cROUNoS-MQA

I NC T N ERATOR- BAA

LOADTNG RAMP-CONC. BAA

MAST BAA

MAST BAA

MAST BAA

PAVED PARKING AREAS-BAA

PAVED MAIN ROAOS-SAA

PAVED MAIN ROADS.MQA

OIL STORAGE TANKS(2)-BI¡

SEWAGE COLLECl ION MAIN.BAA

SEWAGE COLLECTION MAIN.MQA

SEWAGE LAGOON-BAA

CFWRS S¡REN -BAA

CA

4OO HP

1440 HP

IOO HP

METAL

METAL

METAL

METAL

META L

CONCR ET E

wo0D

wooD

llooD

ASPHA LT

AS PHA LT

AS PHA LT

METAL

ME TAL

METAL

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

I 962

f 962

r 962

I 962

r 962

t 962

I 962

I 970

1 962

1 962

f 962

r 962

r 974

197 4

197 4

r 962

r 962

r 962

I 962

r 973

A

A

A

A

E

E

E

A

E

E

E

E

A

A

A

A,
A

A

A

A

^
A

^

^
A

A

^
A

A

A

A

^

^
A

A

^
A

Â

Â

^

A

A

A

A

G

G

o

A

G

G

G

G

o

A

A

A

^
A

A

G

c

c

c

c

B

c

c

D

D

c

c

c

B

c

c

c

c

c

c

^

LBS,/HR

TONS

105 H GALS

1I HP METAL



L8MKHP.. .DtST A-S(2)-C-L-2399(2)
CONSTRUCÎION ENGTNEERING MANAGEMENl TNFORMAT¡ON SYSTEM

FACILITIES CATALOGUE - ¡JORKS

PAGÊ¡
DATE!

3
09 MAR S4

I

BASE:
LOCA T I ON:
FUNCT¡ONAL COMMAND:
SI TE CLASS:

CANADIAN FORCES STATION GYPSUMVILLE
GYPSUMVI LLE
AIR COMMAND
SEMI URBAN

.URRENT DESTGNED usE FAc r Lrry NAME cApAc¡Ty MArER¡AL iîä; 
'EAR /êgi

SÎRUCTURE LI FE
cLÀSS QUAL EXe

I 995

I 990

I 99s

DEV
cAl

SKT HILL

STIMMTNG AREA

SWIMMING AREA

STIMMING AREA

TRA¡ LER PAO 
]

TRAILER PAD

IHENTY-FIVE YARD RANGE

UN¡MPROVEO GROUNDS

UNPAVED ROAD

UNPAVED ROAD

UNPAVED ROÁO

YATER DTSTRTEUTTON SYS

IdATER D¡STRIBUTION SYS

I{ATER RESERVOIR

iIELL

TOBOGGAN SLIDE MQA 10t{ SEATS

SWIMMING AREA

SW¡MMING POOL

REMÀRKS: OUTDOOR SI{IMMING POOL SUPPL¡ED FROM REC

WADTNG POOL

TRAILER PADS.MQA 6 PADS

25 TRA¡LER PADS 25 PADS

P ISTOL RANGE.TA

UNIMPROVED GROUNDS-BAA

SECONOARY ROADS-BAA

SECONDARY ROADS-MQA

SECONDARY ROADS.TA

UG ì.IATER DIST LINES-BAA

l'rATER 0tST LINES-l'lQ¡

WATER STORAGE TANKS 2OO H GALS

WELL-BAA 346 H GÀLS/DAY

GRAVE L

GRAVE L

GRAVE L

METAL

¡TIETAL

CONCR ET E

METAL

I 990

1 990

t 991

I 9Ss
I

f 990

'1990

I 990

I 990

f 990

f 990

I 990

1 990

GRAVE L

CONCR ET E

CENTR E

CONCR ET E

CONCR E1 E

GRAVEL

A

A

c

c --
c

c

c

c_
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

t 962

I 962

1 970

t 976

'r 971

I 969

I 967

f 962

1 962

r 962

r 962

1 962

1 96a

r 962

I 962

c

c

c

E

E

A

^
A

A

A

A

G

^
A

A

A

^
A

A

^
A

^
A

^

A

A

A

F

A

F

F

F

A

A

A

A

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

A

E

E

A

E

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
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The administr'ation area consists of a headquarters compìex, a small

hospital, l-lilitary Police guar-dhouse and gatehouse, two chunches and a

sìx wing building containing single quar-tens. The industr-iaì anea

consists of a power plant, Petroleum, oils and Lubricants (pOL) tank

f arm, water and sewage treatment prants, two lar-ge complexes

providing engineering, suppìy and transport senvices (can be compar^ed

to the city of winnipeg's works and Openations depantment), a small

retaiì outlet, post office and senvice station totalling 25,000 sq. ft. in
buiìding arca. The recneationaì area consists of a necneation centne

compìex incìuding gymnasium and bowling alìey, outdoor- swimming

pool, outdoor skating rink, two sheet curling nink and a nine hoie goìf

counse. Figure 29 delaiìs the layout of the St,ation.

The Operations area consists of thnee radar tower complexes, gne

radio/receiven site (GATR) and a 2800 by 50 foot gr-avel airstr ip.

Beìng sensìtive in nature no further'mention of this site wiìl be made

in this thesis.

Essentiaìiy cFS Gypsumvilìe is a self-contained community in a

relatively isolated and sparsely populated area of the lnterlake region

of Manitoba. lt is, in fact, an ideal location for a sensitive military
installation. when it opened in 1962, it was an autonomousìy serviced

settlement. lt did however requine diesel f uel to operate its
power pìant. Thenefore it was not autonomous in the stnictest sense

of the word as it did not produce its own food and had to bring in fuel

to run its powen and heatjng plants.
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CFS Gypsumville has been chosen as the case study because it is a

smaìì community that compares favourably to most small remote

towns. lt panalìeìs those features found in many small mining towns,

remote northern communities and lndian resenvations. lts popuìation

is small (approximately J00), thene is housing, an industrial area, a

recreation complex and retail area. Space heating of the industnial and

adminìstration areas is carnied out by a distnict heating system. This

is an ideal situation since heating of remote communities by a district
heating system supplied by any aìternate energy sounce would

be a necessity. Eìectricity is suppìied by Manitoba Hydro while the

houses and station buildings r-ely 0n heating oiì and diesel fueì

respectiveìy to pr'ovide the heating needs.

Utiiities

The station operates primarily on electricity supplied by llanitoba

Hydro through a l9B KVA substation adjacent to DND pr-oper-ty.

Because of electrical stonms that are prevalent in the anea dur-ing the

summer the diesel generators are 0n an operational standby basis and

cut in and provide power to both sites on an "as r equined" basis.

The power plant contains J Orenda diesel 750 KVA tur.bines with
integral Foster wheeìer waste heat boilers - total output is 2,25 MW.

lf the plant is required one tunbine is adequate to handle the

maximum station load of 750kws. The second turbine is on standby

with the third is down fon routine maintenance and overhaul.
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Primary heatìng for the industrial area is provided by a district
heating system composed of two 200 h.p. volcano boilers, and two 50

h.p. boilers fot the operations area. Steam is supplied to the buildings

thnough 4B7O feet of buried steam distribution lines, lt consists of

insulated steam and condensate pipes in sepanate metal conduits

bunied below the frost line. Generalìy one 200 h.p, boilen (equivalent

to 1900 kWs) can provide sufficient steam fon aìl station buiidings

except on extnemely coìd days, howeven this is not a common

occurrence. Foster-wheeler waste heat boilens (3 x 480 h.p.) in the

power plant can be fined up, in conjunction with the turbines, to
provide sufficient extra capacity (up to 1440 h.p.) duning extemeìy

long coìd periods, or if the main boilers fail. They were used befone

the site went to commercial power, in effect a cogeneration system.

The llarried 0uarters ar'e heated by individual oil-f ired furnaces.

The water suppìy is drawn from a deep well located in the

residentiaì area providìng a potential s46 t1 gals/day and there is a

200 M galìon resenvoir'. Waten is chìorinated and softened at the water

treatment plant befone distribution. There ane 9500 lineal feet of

metal pipe in the l1Q anea and 9500 feet in the main station area.

sewage ìs treated by,chlorine and fed to a two-stage sewage lagoon,

the primary cell containing 2.5 acnes and the secondary cell of j acres.

The consumption of the various fuels and electnicity over a period

of years has been compiled and a summany of the most current data is

shown by Tabie 7. By utilizing this data a caìculation of the various
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TABLE 7 CANADIAN FORCES STATION GYPSI.IIIVIt LE UTILITIFS RFPORT

NO ITEM BASE 83/84
YEAR

84/85 REMARKS

Tot Bìdg Area km2 zJ g Z3.g Z3.g

2 Average Population lB0 J75 394

2J

4

q

6

7

B

9

Degree Days (C') 60tB 5784 6721

DDxArea(1 xJ)k

Water, km 3

3

132 138 16 t

116 BB t13

468 330 301

Sewage, km B0 80 87

KWH Base Totat, k E9l I 8492 g lg0

KWH Generated, k 1564 151 lTt

Fuels, Liq Elect, mJ lgo0 l4g l2s

Now commen-
cial power

lO Fueì, Liq 110, m3

ll Fuels, Liq Htg Tot m3 1644 l310 t46B

12 Total Energy (GJ) k 162 86 90

I 3 Conversions
1000 Gal = 4,546 m 

j
1000 KWH = 5.6 GJ

1 MBTU = iO55 GJ

k = 1000 units
PHQ 0il -- 37 76 GJ per mJ CHP oiì = J8.34 GJ per mj

sounce: cFS Gypsumville Quarter ly conservation Report lgB5
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loads can be undentaken. Fon this exercise the Station will be divided

ìnto two areas, basicaììy as it is now -- the pMe housing area and the

Station proper'.

PllQ Housing Anea

The determination of the energy requirements for the pMe anea is

reìatìvely straightforward. Each plle unit (97 in total) is the same

size and of the same construction i.e. 1000 sq ft and double-wide

trailers , has one oil-lir ed furnace and is supplied by Manitoba Hydro.

consumption wiìì, of course, vary with the occupant but can be

generalized. Total oiì consumption, averaged over- two years was

315.5 k mi or 69,401.67 gaìlons equating to 7Is.4B gaìlons of oil per

P110. The base year was slighily over 50 % higher than curnent

consumption due in ìarge par^t to a change in billing procedures.

Pneviously the cost was averaged out with the occupant paying a flat
rate and did not neflect true consumption figures. Now the occupant is

billed directly; this fact combined with higher prices and the

installation of set-back thenmostats has over the yeans dramaticaìly

neduced consumption.

Electnical cons,umption aver'ages 6000 kwh per- year- for each

house therefore the 'totul load is 5g2,000 kwh per year. This

consumption does not show up 0n the report for the current yeans.

Therefore a 70 kw genenatìng unit would be requined to produce this
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powen. The Pl"lQ's couìd be heated by eìectr icity; on the average each

PllQ would require an electric furnace with a totaì capacity of 20 kws

(other units include unitary, hydronic or wood-electric systems). The

peal< load wiìl be the coldest day of the year- and it wiìl vary downward

from there.

Station Anea

rhe station buildings use 0n the avenage lJgg mJ or J05,54J.JJ

gallons of oil fon heating.'- This heating fuel is used to operate the

station heating plant Q-200 H.p, boilers); one boiìer is nequired

to generate sufficient heat to supply the buildings, equivalent to

about 2 l"lws. There has not been an equivalent drop in consumption

since the base year as there was no overall incentive to conserve

energy, An energy conservation progf'am is now in effect which

accounts for the dnop in consumption.

It took 125 mi fueì 0r 27,496.7 garìons of oil to generate

121,000 kwh of electrìcìty therefore 4.4 kwh require one galìon of

diesel fuel. This total nepnesents the time the power plant is in
openation during the summen when the ar ea is pr.one to electnical

storms. This f igure wiìl then vary according to the weather. Howeven

this amount is included in Ser No. 7; it is only useful to determine the

avef'age amount of fuel to genenate eìectricity and can be used a

guideline.
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For the station area the average total kwh used per yean is

8,341,000 (average of years 83/84 and g4lg5). The operationaì area

is included in this total. lt will be assumed that this amount equates

to 20 % of the total use or 2,085,000 kwh; therefone the load for the

station area itself is 6,256,000 kwh per year. This figure then

represents the avenage Station ìoad based on two years consumption

figures. For design purposes, the system chosen wilì have to generate

this amount of electricity. substituting g760 hours peÌ- yean into the

equation, the powen required is approximately 720 kws. This

represents the peak load at any one time. This equates nicely with the

fact that one 750 kw tur'bine can provide the power for the peak

station ìoad.

Site Analysis

The sìte should be anaìyzed in its ability to adapt the vanious

energy sources to the existing conditions. llohammed, in his lgB0

thesis "Energy Efficient Housing Design," investigated the ways that

energy can be conserved through a national approach to the design of

buiìdings and towns. His l2 design principles wene postulated in order

to determine the effeçts of each for conserving ener-gy. He conciuded

that all twelve contnibuted to some ener-gy savings. Tg lyany
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incorporate the concepts of well-insulated double E standar'd homes of

today. Other pninciples involve the building and its shape, ìocation and

orientation on the lot.

tnergy savìngs are important for our discussìon since for every

extra kìlowatt of energy produced incurs an extna cost theneby

increasing the overall cost of each system. When the buildings and

homes were built in the 60's enengy consciousness was not uppermost

in peop'le's minds. Nothing much can be done with the buiìdings'

ìocation, orientation and shape on the lot, but a complete energy

retrofit can be accomplished to neduce as much as possibìe energy

losses. This in effect reduces the total energy nequinements of the

structures. A total retrofit was estimated to cost $4,000 per ll00
sq. ft. house ( l9S0 $); 80 this cost would probably apinoacfr $8,000

today. An exampìe of how much savings there ane with this netrofit is

shown when average monthìy kW.hr'. use for eìectnic heat is companed

with that of an I 100 sq. ft. super energy ef f icient R2000 home i.e.

lB00 kW.hr. vs 412 kW.hr. Retrofitting will not gain as much savings,

but it would be cost effective to canry out these changes.

Robert W. Waìford, in his 1983 thesis titled "Solar Energy for

Existìng Houses", dçtermined that, even though each system had

limiting factors for ultimate potential, thenmal upgrading was

necessary. 81 ln addition Walford confinmed Mohammed's premise that

physìcal characteristics of the site wene as ìmpontant as the system

itself. B2
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Nothing can be done with the site itseìf, onìy the systems can be

matched to existing conditions, As this is a smaìl community, the

problern of restnictive solan access is not seen as a ìimiting factor.

Orìentatìon on the lot for the majority of the pMe's and buildings is
quite good i.e. on the preferred east-west axis. Pl'1Q roof areas will be

a limiting factor when size of solan collectons is determined; this will
not be the case fon the buiìd'ings. The plye's have n0 basements

therefore construction of heat storage areas will be a pnobìem as they

wììl have to be instaìled undergnound or attached to the houses. Group

storage areas and a collector array will be a necessity ; in fact

they are probably mone cost effective than individual units. lt will
be advantageous to do the same for the buiìdings. ln fact the existing

heatìng system fon the station is a distr-ict heating system. The

characterìstics are the same: a heat sounce, in our case a diesel boiler;

and, a distribution system using steam or hot waten.

The site pìan shows that there are pìenty of open spaces and

treed areas withìn Department of Nationaì Defence boundaries that

can be used for the constnuction and installation of the alternate

energy sources. ln addition the existing distribution systems can be

utiìized.

Table I detaiìs the ener"gy consumption of cFS Gypsumville. This

data will be used as a guideline in orden to evaìuate the different

systems and their parameters and costs can therefore be estimated.
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Summary

CFS Gypsumvil'le is a self-contained community located 150 road

miles north of winnipeg. lt can be companed to smalì nemote

settlements that the Nationai Ener-gy prognam has said lend

themseives to the utilization of alternate ener gy sour-ces. The ener gy

nequirements have been outlined and the next chapten will determine

the best alternate energy sources to meet them,

From a general review of the climate conditions reveaìs that

solar radiation and wind data wourd be suitable. The neanest wind

stations are Grand Rapids and Dauphin with a mean wind speed of 19.4

and 17.6 km/hr respectiveìy, within the required threshold.

A district heating system and pnobabìy a co-genefation system

providing both electr"icity and heating will be used. The station
buildings ane curnentìy oper'ated on a distr ict heating system which

should be expanded to include the pll0 anea.
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Tabìe B TNERGY cONSUtlpTtON FoR cFS GypsuMVtLLt

ConversTons 1000 l<Wh = J.6 GJ 3m = 37.76 CJ (PNQ)

= 38.54 GJ (STATION)

= 989 litres (l)

Source: Data compiled from station necor-ds.

FiguTe ]O: FUTURT ENERGY ALTERNATIVFS FOR CFS GYPSUIIVILI T

WIND SOLAR
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CHAPTER FOUR

CASE STUDY

ALTERNATE ENERGY SOURCES FOR CFS GYPSUI'{VILLE
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INÏRODUCTION

ln the pnevious chapter the vanious methods f on pr-oviding

alternate sources of energy wene ouilined. in generaì the sources

discussed all had proven to be suitable methods, except for fusion

energy, f or neplacing non-nenewabìe f ueì resouf-ces at nemote

ìocations. These remote locations wene deemed to be those fan

removed from major hydro, oiì and gas distr ibution systems.

Aìì aìternate enengy sounces wene site specific, that is the

ìocation of the site-its latitude, ìongltude, climatic and weather

characteristics - detenmined the ultimate viability of each system.

For exampìe, wind tnergy conversion systems depended upon the

average velocity of the wind at a panticulan site and solar energy

systems depended upon the amount of sunshine received at that site.

One case, nuclean f ission energy in the form of the slowpoKE reactor,

did not depend upon site location except for the pnoblem of public

acceptance. But, ultìmately the cost of the energy provided would be

the overriding factor (as it would be for ail these systems).

This chapter will examine each alternate energy source and

descrìbe the various systems envisaged for our test site. Solan energy

systems wilì be outli¡ed first as they appear to be the most viable at

this point. wind, nJclean energy, biomass and finaììy geothermal

enengy will detailed. To conclude, the best system or a mixture of
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enengy systems wìlì be f"ecommended as the "ideal" or most promising

system(s).

The previous chapter descnibed the site charactenistics and power-

requirements (both electr:icaì and heat) of cFS Gypsumville. This

information will be used to tailon the ener-gy systems to the energy

requirements of the site.

As we have stated, Gypsumviìle is a suitable ìocation formost of

the energy systems. Just to summarize; wind characteristics are

considered sufficient, it stilì is at a latitude whene soìar ener-gy can

be usefully employed even during the winten months when soìar energy

ìs at its minimum (the one drawback is that more energy is nequired

fon heating during this minimum soìar enengy period)._ lt is in the

praìrie central platlorm regìon where geother-mal energy is probably

availabìe, however onìy detailed investigation will determine the

system's vìabilìty in the long term. This has not been done: as a result

only a probable conf iguration wiìl be described

Bìomass is another intangibìe that is diff icult to assess without

a detailed anaìysis. Energy plantations in the form of short rotation

tree farming, the municipal waste and the sewage system ar e pr obably

the best methods of ptilizing this resounce. The sLOWpoKt reactor

appears to be the system with the most advantages. The technology

has advanced to a point whene it has been shown that it is a vìable

alternative.
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Each of the alternate energy systems will now be descnibed as to their

potentiaì for providing the heating and eìectrical needs of the statìon,

SOLAR INERGY

Chapter two described three basic methods of utilizing soiar

energy - active, passìve and photovoltaic systems. passive systems

are used for space heating, primanily singìe family residences. Thnee

methods are usualìy used; direct gain, indinect gain and isolated gain.

Alì three couìd be used to provide additional heat to the nesidences and

off ice buiìdings. Usìng them would be diff icult and expensive because

the existìng architecure would have to be modified. The houses ane

doubìe wide trailers with no basements that make nenovations

dìfficult and expensive.

Active systems use mechanica.l means-pumps and motors-to

regulate and transfer heat to the structune. stor age systems,

pebble-beds or water tanks, assure that heat is availabìe throughout

the day and night. ln this case each house and building could be

outfitted with its own system 0n a distr ict heating scheme could be

used. District heating would entail the construction of a ìarge

coiiector and storage,unit to pr^ovide heating fon a group of buildings

and/or houses. Generaìly this would be mone efficient and cost

effective due to economies of scale.
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Photovoìtaìcs use the sun's energy to generate electricity by

activating a silicon soìar' cell. Two methods ar'e available: fixed

f ìat-plate collectors and solan concentratons. Gener-aily soiar

concentrators (not for PV generation) ane best at ìower ìatitudes and

when used for large scale power applications. ln our case the fjxed

flat-pìate coìlector will be utilized.

Actìve Energy Systems

Active systems use mechanical means to distribute heat

throughout the buiìding. There are two heat transfer fluids that can be

used each with their own advantages and disadvantages. Air is one

medium and water or a water'/glycoì mixture is the_ other.. Both

mediums work 0n the same prlnciples requining colìectons,

pumps/bìowers and storage systems.

Either system could be used; an air system for the lle's wourd be

appropriate since the exìsting heating ducts could be used. The houses

are about 1000 sq ft and would provide close to 500 sq ft of roof area

to install soìar collectors. Unfontunateìy colìectors of this sjze wouìd

onìy provìde up to 60 16 of the total peak load (this assumes that the

house is welì-insulated i.e. to Double E standard; they ane not, so the

percentage of peak demand would be less). ln additìon, the existing

roof probably wouìd not support the installation of soìar coìlectors.

compounding the problem is the fact that there are no basements
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whìch makes it difficult to instaìì any form of storage medìum. At

least three days storage capacity is requìred; however if 100 % of the

heating load is to be provided, seasonai storage is requìr-ed.

Rock bed storage unìts are normally used with air systems.

However this storage unit would be 2 to i times the size when

compared to ìiquìd based systems. As the MQ's have no basements it
would be more efficient to construct a centraì stonage unit rather- than

tnying to put in individuaì basements and storage units or alternateiy

storage units dug ìn the backyard. The advantage is that the gr'eater

the number of houses tied into one unit the ìess the ovenall cost and

size of the stonage unit due to economies of scale. lf fìat-pìate

coììectors ane replaced by evacuated tube collectors the size of the

storage unit would decrease due to the impnoved efficìencies. lt has

been suggested that with the addition of heat pumps further

reductions may be possible. However the fact that heat pumps nequire

electricity to operate may mitigate against their use,

As well, aìr based systems wouìd work for apartment brocks and

offìce buiìdings but not for many sìngìe detached houses due to the

heat losses ìn trying to distribute heated air oven long distances. ln

this case each l'1Q would have its own rock bed stonage unit under the

backyard and solar collectors installed on the backyard. Nonmal

fìat-pìate colìectors wouìd r-equine a storage volume of more than

twice the volume of the houne to provide 100K of the space heating
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load. By swìtchìng to evacuated tube collectons the volume of stonage

would be reduced by one half due to increased efficiencies dur"ing

winter. other storage mediums like phase change materials may be

advantageous but they have not been developed enough to confirm thein

suitabi I i ty.

Liquìd based systems have basically the same parameters as air

based ones although the volume of the storage unit is typicaìly one

third less. The same problern does anise due to the fact that there are

no basements, Therefone a centraì stonage unit would be requìred. The

problem with distributing the hot waten would not be as r'estrictive

as with heated ain.

sweden has had expenience with central soìar heating systems

(small-scale distr-ict heating) fon office buildings, terraced houses

and detached houses. 83 The f irst two use ain as the heat distribution

medium and the latter use water. The majority were or'iginally

designed to provide I 00% of the heating loads. These four pnojects ane

located in cities situated in the southenn par't of sweden

approximately between the 56th and 60th parallel. Figune 31, page

137 shows their ìocatìon. southenn sweden is genenally at the same

ìatitude as Thompson,and Lynn Lake, Manitoba so these installations

could be adapted to meet oun nequirements. Table 9 illustr'ates the

system parameters.
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Figure 3l; District Heating in Sweden

source: Energy consenvation Through District Heating Report of study

Tr^ip 1975
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Table 9: Technical comparison (as initìaìly desìgned) of Solar heating

systems in Sweden.

Projæt

Volume of hæt m3
store

Storage capæìty
llWh/year

$tore temperature 'C

Type of store

Dimensions m

Heat supplld to

Annual coveraç ß

Hæt Distribution
medium

Solar Colìectors

19

70/30

ûround
Excavation

Depth 6
Diameter

(surfaæ) l6
Diameter

(bottom) 6

750r

70/5

Excavated

Cllindricaì
tank

Depth I 6
Diameter 32

55 ter-
roced houses

I 00x

Air

Fìat, on

building
roofs

5,000 100,000

300 5,s00

95/40 90/40

Studsvik Lambohov lngeìstad Lyckebo

640 10,000

0ffiæ
Building
500 ml

t00

Air

Concen-

trating on

the tank
cover,

, Soìar
T'ræking

Above-
0round

conmete
tank

Depth I
Diameter 28

55 Detached

houses

50

Woter

Parabolic
c0ncen-
trating

on ground

Solar
Tracking

Ræk æver^n

annular
fonm

Depth 30
Diameter

(outside) 75
Diameter

( inside) 55

550 Detæhed
houses. 200
apartrirents

I 00xx

Water

Flat Plate
Ground

mounted

surfaæ m2 t?o zgoo tJoo 43oo

x lncluding hæt pumps xx Bs ß simulated by an electric boiler

Source: Experience from three fuìl scale solar hæiìng plants, E. Gabrielæn, lnvited paper,
from Præedings of Enenpx '84 ( Pergamon præs, Toronto, l9B4), p, s64.
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The Station buildings would be unden the same constraints as the

l1Q's. Either'ain or liquid based systems couìd be used, but each

building would require its own un'it (ther-e are no basements). The roof

areas ane large enough to mount soìar collectors and stor'age units

could be added as additions to the buiìdings, The betten option is to
have a central collection and storage system, in effect a district

heating system.

costs for these systems must now be estimated. A recent

installation of an active solar system at the llaclar-en pulp & papen

l"lill in Masson, Ouebec can provide a benchmark fnom which to work.

The system compr'ised 48 modules, each one r6 by 32 îeet, or 2,260

square metens covering an acre of land costing $750,000. lt is tied in

with their existing steam plant through a closed loop, glycol system,

Total peak output ìs, in electnical ter-ms 1.5 l"lws (5 oJ or- 5,000,000

Btu's per hour') giving a total output of B r45 gigajoules a year (J600

IXJ per sq m of module).

Our requìrement for heat has been stated as a peak load of 2.75

Ilws or 9400 GJ; therefore calculating that a peak of 2.2 GJ is
produced per sq m the total area required is 4,270 sq m at a cost of

approximateìy $1.5 milìion, These moduìes wouìd cover an area of 2

acres. ln addition u *'*un, of energy stonage would be nequir'ed; in this

case either a water tank or rock cavern, Seasonaì storage is pneferned

due to the fact that the langest load is in Decemben and January when
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solar insolation is at its ìowest. lt is estimated that the stor-age

system wouìd cost as much as the solar colìector-s, The lar ger- the

system the less totaì storage volume is requìred, As an example the

voìume for 100 homes would not be 100 times the value for a singìe

home but 70 times the volume or l0 per cent of the total heating load

rather than 25 pen cent. The onìy dnawback is the fact that

electricity would have to be pnoduced by some other means i.e. wind,

biomass or photovoltaics.

Passive Energy Systems

Passive systems do not rely on mechanicaì means for the captune

of solar energy, non fon its storage and distribution. Most houses and

buìldings that have south facing windows have a small pontion of thein

heating load provided by the sun wìthout any additional means being

added. There are generally two passive enengy systems available that

wilì work weìì inllanitoba. These are direct gain, in reality south

facing windows; and, indirect gain, gìazing combined with a thermaì

mass in the form of a concrete bìock waìl (Trombe wall) or a water

wall. For both systems night insulation ìn the form of shuttens,

drapes and/or biinds p necessity. Air infiìtnation must be k,ept to a
I

minimum to reduce heat losses.

These systems do not pnovide lon the totar heating ìoad but

replace l'rom 5 to l5 per cent of the existing source. The maximum
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value would 0ccur with houses that are specificaììy designed and buiìt

to effìciently use passive heating. ln the case of the l1Q's the

minimum amount would be provìded due to the condition of the houses.

About half do not face south at alì, while othens do to some extent.

lnsulation values are ìow, probably R7 with ain infiltration prevalent.

Adding casement tr iple pane windows and insulation providing a

maximum R25 would be the most cost-effective. Totaì cost per- Me for

these aìterations would cost at ìeast $8,000, ln any event another

system would be required to provide fon water heating at an additional

cost of $2,000.

The Station buìldìngs are also poon candidates fon passive heating

systems due to the same neasons as MO's. passive heating would not

be recommended except to utilize what can be provided without

renovations or modif ications to existing structures.

Photovoltaics ,¡

Photovoìtaìcs use soiar energy to generate electnicity, Figures

32 and 33 ìllustrate typical systems used for single famiìy nesidentiaì

dwelììngs and ìarger applìcations - in this case a remote national park

Ranger station. ThE figures show the various components of a

photovoìtaic system: anray of fixed-fìat plate soìan collector"s, control

unit, ìnverter (DC to AC powen), stor"age unit (battery bank) and system

loads. These peripheraì components ane referned to as

baìance-of-system (805) components.
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Cqrlt¡te Hou¡e Syrtem Dercrlpflon.

Figure 32 APPLICATION:

LOCATION:

PV ARRAY OUTPUT:

PV ARR,A,Y CONFIGURTq.TION

ELECTRICAL:

PHYSICAL:

PV.A.RRAY AREA:

ENERGY STOR.AGE:

BACKUP POWER:

POWER COND¡TION¡NG:

LOAD

OPERJC,TION TIME

All solar-electric residential house

Carlisle, Massachusetts

7.3 kW at 46"C; 190 V x 4.ZS A

9 modules in series by 14 in parallel
Residential roof standoff mount: 7 modules high
by 18 modules wide

99 m2

Utility grid

Utility; passive and acrive solar heating
8-kVA line-commutating inverter with fixed
voltage input
38,500 Btu/h heat pump (at g.5"C)
Backup resistive heating
Electric cooking, clotheJ washing and drying, hot
water (as backup to l0-m2 acdvãsolar hót,iater
collectors), and normal residential loads

June l98l-presenr
Telephone line
to laboratory

Other sensor¡

House loads

Heat

pump

B ackup
heat

Utiliry
Water

space

(a)

lnverter

From PV array
200 Vdc nominal

To load
12O/240 Yac
| ó3W

UtilitY' transformer
(b)

C¡rlicle Hou¡e: (ø) PV-rystem circuit diegrrm rnd
(ô) u tility-invcrtcr con¡ection. (M.I.T. Lincoln hbontory.)

+

il

DataPV array

DC
power
panel

I nverter Load
center

AC
power
panel

cen te f
Load

Power
sensors
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Figune 33: Remote ranger- station pv-system circuit diagr-am

source: Photovoltaìc Energy systems, Bunesch, E., l9BJ, (Fig J2 & jJ)

Remole Ronger Slotlon Sy¡lem Dercrlpllon.

APPLICAT¡ON Solar-powered remote national park ranger
station and residential settlement

Natural Bridges National Monument, Utah

100 kWp ar20'C;220 V x 450 A, (approx.)

I.oCA,TION:

PV ARRAY OUTPUT:

PV ARR.AY CONFIGURATION:
ELECTRICAL: 20 branches: 5 modules in parallel by 7 in serres

2l branches: 48 modules in series by 2 in parallel
14 branches: l5 modules in series Uy + in þarallel
I hybrid branch

Rack mount: 96.? m x 2.2 m panels in 20 rows
with 4-8 panels each

Array: 1450 m2
Land: ll/s acre

PHYSICAL:

PV ARRN,Y AREA

BACKUP POWER:

POWER CONDITIONING:

LOAD

OPERAT¡ON TIME:

Arrry fiêld
!ubiv¡tem ðrcr

Gen¿¡ato¡
bu¡lding

ENERGv sroRAcE: Lead-acid battery, 750 kwh
213 Vdc nominal discharge

capacity
voltage

Diesel generator

5-kVa dc-to-ac inverter for power system control;
50 kVa inverter for site power; array-shedding
battery protection circuitry

5 residential houses and I visitor center, machine
shop and maintenance building, water pumping,
trash compacting, external lighting

May 1980 to present

PV building

{Scnrcr datal

B ur¡ed
øbla

To critiøl
PV.tytl?m
AC lo¡d¡

Eanh

Au toma I ic
control

un¡ t

Månurl
æntrol prnrl
{rnd dilpl¡V} 600.kwh

battrry
bank

l0Okwp

lield
ubrytþm

UPS
tnvenet

Static
tranrler
twitch

L;ghtning
protection protcct¡oñ

Lightn¡ng
Ar.sy f¡?ld
tubryficm

control
rw¡tch¡ng

M¡in
¡nvenea

Bâ tÈry
charçrEôn h

ground

40.kw
die*l.powr?d

genea6tor

S¡ l!.
t¡antlcr
¡wirch

Sitc
load

ænlea

Dâtð
tubsystem

ground

lo tit!
AC lo.dt
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The Ranger station and settìement utiìize 1450 *2 o. I and l/i acnes

of solar cell arrays to meet its power requinement of 100 kw(p). tn
general this equates to 14.5 m2 for each kw(p) generated. The carisle

House residential PV system has an output of 7.J kw pr-ovided by 99

rnz oî arrays or 13.56 m2 for each kW(p) gener-ated.

Generally an average house requires electricity totalling 8000

kílowatt-hours annualìy (does not include electric heat). The use of

photovoltaics to provide this power translates into an added cost of

more than $J0,000 to the price of a new house. ln comparison,

electricity from lYanitoba Hydro costs almost one-tenth that of pv

electricity. A typical photovoltaic anray for a 1200 sq. ft. house would

consist of some 70 two-by-four modules. Each moduie _would contain

72 semi-crystalline silicon ceììs rated at 58 w of peak powen unden

full sunshine for a lotal output of 4.0 kw. Each cell would average

I 00 cm2, openate at an average effìciency of I 5 per cent and produce

1/2wall (peak). For an aìì electnic house, the cost of the pv system

is $150K. 84 this dollar vaìue would depend upon crìmate, topography,

air tightness of the house, etc.

For the industnal and administration areas of the station, a total

peak power of approximately 750 kW is required. By usìng the

parameter that 1 kW(p) requires 14.5 m2, l0,B7S *2 or 2] acres of

solar celìs would be required to meet the peak electrical load. The

heating load is estìmated at 2 MWs; then 2000 kws require an area of
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29,000 m2 ot^ 7.14 acres of land. Thenefore a total area fon the

station area ìs approxìmateiy l0 acres. The coliectors would be

south-facing and tilted to 5i' for maximum output. The arr-ays would

then be tied into the (B0S) components and powen distr'ibuted through

the existing transmissìon lines.

For the Plarrìed Ouarters, each l1Q could have its own indivìdual

system as per Figure 33, or combined into one system per block of

eight to ten houses 0r one centraì lange system for the entire site as

detailed by Fìgure 32. Economies of scaìe indicate that the latter

option is preferned. The plle area has been estimated to nequine 750

kw for electricity and 750 kw for heating; then l500kws woutd

requìre an area of 2l ,750 mz or 5.5 acres. Thus the totaì area

required to contain the solar ceìì arrays would be approximateìy l6
acf'es.

costs now have to be factored into the equatìon. Recent

instaìlations of PV modules, albeit in smail increments l0 kw fon

$8.50 per peak watt (lnstallation at Big Trout Lake during the winter

of l985/86). Our requìrement is 4.25 MWs at a cost of $j6,1 miìlion,

Economies of scale would ìndìctate that the per unit cost wouìd less

by possibìy 20 9ã. A storage facility has not been included in the cost.

The most common form of storage is lead-acid battenies, without

doing detaiìed calculations it is difficult to determine the required

amount of batterìes. Thene have been no large scaìe PV installations

in Canada that can be used as companisons.
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As the peak loads for each llQ and building wouìd not occur at the

same tìme, the total power required might be less. This could be

offset due to the fact that the avaiìable output of the cells is reduced

by about one-third in extreme tempenatures. ln fact in a smalì

communìty the electricity use might weli be better controlled. This is

one of the avenues open to reduce the power factor, idealìy helping to

decrease the total cost of electr icity. An alternate to solar cells for

heat is the use of active or passive solar heating systems. 0r a

combìnation of systems could be used; dìeseì generators and/or wind

turbines. Some of these systems are more aptìy suited to heating

applications than are photovoltaics,

The disadvantages of the system includes the ong main factor
that militates against the use of soian energy - it is a variabie

resource. The probìem with pv cells is that the power output var"ies

throughout the day - from 0 befone finst light to a maximum at soìar

n0on and back down to a minimum at last ìight - typically in the form

of a beìl curve. ln addìtìon the time of year and climatic conditions -
cloud, rain and snow - cause the output to vary. Gener-aìly the powen

output varies by a factor of about i to I from summer to winter, The

low sun angle, high r wìnd chills and reduced efficiencies due to
conductive and radiative losses account for the power drop.

There are two ways to compensate for thìs effect: one ìs to
increase the area of the collector; ârìd, the other ìs to increase the

storage capacìty of the system from several days to sevenal weeks.
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Figure J4; PV Technology Status
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Each one however also ìncreases the cost of gener'atìng elecricity,

These f actors combine to make photovolta'ic energy an inf erior

cost-effective resource to replace fossiì fuels. lf money were no

object, these systems would be used. And when thene is an order of

magnìtude dnop i.e. from $ 13 per^ wp to $3 per wp in the costs of these

celìs, photovoìtaics will see more use. Figure 34 summarizes the

current PV technoìogy status, ìong term goaìs and required

ìmprovements in performance requìred before PV's see widespread use,

Nuclean tnergy

chapter two descrìbed two methods for producing energy-both

heat and eiectnicity - from the prìmary elements: nucle,an fission and

nuclear fusion. Fusion wììl not be discussed further as the technoiogy

has not advanced to a state where it ìs feasìble and onìy then on a very

ìarge scaìe - on the order of 1,000 MW's. Fission in the form of small

scale productìon by the sL0wpOKE reactor, was determined to be the

best method of utilizing nucìean energy,

The sLOWPOKE reactor has been deveroped by AECL to provide

energy at the ? l'lw(th) level - suitable for most small-scale

appìicatìons. The primary applicatìon is for heat but ìt can also be

utilized ror the production of electrìcìty. Typically the relat'ionship

between heat and eìectrical output ìs gener aììy given by the

relatìonship: I HW (th) is equivalent to 0.3i l1w (elec). Generalìy
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there are three methods to produce electricity, one is with the use of

a Rankine cycle turbine, the second is a heat pump combined with a

steam turbìne and the thind is by using a thenmo-electrìc converter.

None of these methods have been deveìoped suffìciently to identify the

best one, however AECL is pursuing the Rankine cycle method. wìth

this method efficiencies are somewhat lower than the one-thind

relationship therefore 2 Mw(th) may only produce 250 kw(e).

ln the sarne chapter the desìgn and characteristics of the reactor

were identified. lt was stated that the reactor is composed of several

c0mponents: a water filled concrete encìosure, reactor fuel assembly,

heat exchangers; along with a control building and energy distribution

system. Gypsumviìle is ìn a good position because the present steam

distribution system can be used with the reactor. This is the case fon

the industrìal, administration and recreational zones. However as the

houses in the PPIO area are heated by individual oil-fired furnaces a

new dìstribution ìine wouìd have to be instaììed. For the electricìty

mode the existing overhead power lines and substation would be

utl i I ized.

I nstal lation

It has been determined that the peak building heating ìoad is in
the order of 2l'1ws i.e. one 200 Hp boiler can meet this need. Thìs peak

load would oniy occur durìng the cordest month of the year. One

reactor would be able to provide heat for the statìon buildings.
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Figure 35: 5L0WP0KE Reactor Layout
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The reactor would be Ínstalled berow ground in the bedrock, the

hole would be 12.5 m deep and 6.5 m wide. The reactor internals would

be surrounded by a I m thick neinforced concrete container, lnside

this would be a stainless sleel container filled with light water and

the reactor al the bottom of the poor. 85 A control building

approximately l2 m by l6 m complete with overhead crane is placed

on top of the concrete container. Figure J5 details the structure.

Once the reactor started up the water at the bottom of the pool

would be heated and rise due to natural convection. plate heat

exchangers in the pool would tnansfer heat to a secondany circuit

isolaled from the pool water. water in this circuit would carry the

heat to a third tube-type heat exchanger f illed with a glycol/water

mixture for circulating through out the buildings. This third circuit is

also isolated, this time from the second cincuit. The pool water would

be continuously passed through fÍlters and ion exchange columns and

then back into the pool. rhis would be accomplished in a closed loop to

ensure n0 contaminants 0r radioactivity escaped. The heat

distr"ibution lines would be run through the existing steam pits and

conrÍdors. lt would be a three loop, double pipe, direct retunn system,

with buildings connected to the loops in parallel. Each building would

have an in-line type circuìating pump to pass the water through the

heating radiators. The cooled water then returns to the reacton to

begin the process again.
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Thìs accounts for the statìon buildìngs, but the 110,s have to be

incìuded. Thìs would be comparable to the district heating schemes

that are so prevaìent ìn the Scandanavian countries. The distrjbutìon

system would be the same as for the buììdings but piping wouìd have

to be run to each l1Q and hot water radiators instaìled in each. This

work would not be too extensive since the IlQ's are located in a small

compact area. Figure 36 illustrates the proposed distribution system.

Heat would be requìred ror 7 months but not thr"oughout the year.

Loads would increase to a maxìmum probabìy in January and down to a

minimum, typicaììy mirroring the shape of a bell curve. The reactor

would comrnence operatìon at some pnedetenmined load level and

then continue for 7 months until shut down. Heatìng lines should not

be run too far to reduce the heat losses i.e. no mor-e than 2s

kilometer"s.

Generation of eìectricity would be similar in operation but with
the addition of a Rankine cycle turbine instead of the heat exchangers.

It was stated previously that with the Rankine cycle the reacton

output drops to 250 kW(e). The peak station building load has been set

at 750 kw; adding the lle load of 200 kw (including eìectrical water

tank) gives a total ìoad of 950 kws. From this data 4 - zl'1w sìowpoke

reactors wouìd be required. lnstalìatìon would be the same as fon

heating except that 4 reactors would be in one location and in the

same concrete enclosure. This could be revised to have three in one
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enclosure and two ìn the other. This latter method would reduce the

overall cost of the system by the fact that.they would be in two

enclosures not fìve.

The output of the reactot-s would be fed to the Rankìne turbine

generatìon sets and the resultant electricity wouìd be distrìbuted via

the existìng power distributìon ìines. lt would be advanagegus to have

one of the other reactors fitted up with heat exchanger"s to act as a

back-up to the primary heat reactor.

The above discussion assumes that the Rankine cycle ìs the best

system to generate electricity from the reactor. lt assumes that

this system would be l0 % efficient in using Rankine cycle with a 2

1'1w(th) slowpoke reactor. lf the reactor could be up-scaìed to lo
lulw's, one could provide both the heat and electrical requìrements

using co-generation. 0nce a 2l'1W(th) reactor has been constructed and

tested, positive answers to the system's l"easibility can be

determined. The above data has been taken from a technicãl and

economìc feasibility study done for DND by w.L. wardrop & Associates

in 1983.

ln fact the Atomic Energy control Board has given its appr-oval to

Whìteshelì Nucìear Reþearch tstablishment to commence gperation of

their 2 llW Slowpoke reactor. Estimates 'indicate that the reactor can

provide heat to communities of up to 2000 inhabitants. Thìs confirms

our calculations that one 2 llw reactor could provide the heating needs

of CFS Gypsumvilìe.
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An update of this study (March l 986) has inconporated the use of

one 1 0 tlw(th) reactor for the totaì heating and electr ical needs of the

community. Again the Organic Rankine Engìne (ORE) is used with the

reactor for the production of electnicity, 0f the approxìmate B l1w

heat availabe, 850 kw of electrical power would be produced. Totai

cost of this reactor has been estÍmated to be $a miilion. 86 ln

essence Figure f6 would be revised to include one reactor" rather than

f ive.

Wind Enengy

chapter two discussed the methods 1"or extracting energy from

the wind. Two types of wind Energy conversion systems (WECS) were

outlined - vertical axìs wind tut bines (VAWT) and horìzontal axis wind

turbine (HAWT). VAWT, in the form of the Darrieus wìndgenerator, has

been deveìoped in Canada, wheneas HAWT - eithen two or three bladed

propellers-has been developed by the united states and most othen

countries. Each system has its advantages and disadvantages over the

other. |1any mor'e HAWT machines have been built and instalìed,

generally in wind farms ìn caìifornìa than have VAWT machìnes.

ln canada many; 50 kw Danrieus windgenerators have been

instaìled and work well, along with a 230 kw machjne in the

tlagdalen lslands, P.0. 87 The larger machine demonstnated that

increasing the size presented no major diff iculties and that it worked
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Fìgure 37: Block Diagnam of asynchronous electnicaì system.
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according t0 desìgn specificatìons. Therefore depending upon the

power required, Darrieus wind turbines can be used in our discussion.

The f inal and most important requìrement is suitabìe wind

characterìstics of the site. Generalìy at a theor etical rated peak

output of 230 kw the average usuable power output would be on the

order of 30 pen cent or 70 kW.

The use of wind power for electrical power generation however is

complicated by several fundamental facts: 88

L peak winds rareìy coincide with peak energy consumption

periods;

2. the storage of wind-harvested energy in batterìes, and

later withdrawal involves a storage and expenditure loss of

initial ìy harvested energy;

3. the only one-way revolving electric generator-coupìed

windmills inherently produce direct curnent (DC); and,

4. the electricity generating industr y produces and dìstributes

alternatìng curnent (AC)

ln the united States there are many manufacturers of two and

three bladed wind genenators rated from I kw to 500 kw and several

into the megawatt ran$e. Therefore there are many units available for

most any application. Usually these machines are integrated into wind

farms contaìning l0 to 50 machines thus ìncreasing the total power

output. Generalìy the larger the "farm" the less cosily is the
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production of eìectricity i.e. economies of scale work well. Figure J7

illustrates the components oi" a typìcal system.

This then ìs the proposal. lnstead of havng one small machine for

each building and house on the site, a wind farm would be established.

Hard data about the windwould be required f irst. The average power

required for each house is on the order of 1.5 kw (0.75kw i.or- heating

and 0.75 kw for eìectricity). For 100 homes the requìrement ìs 150

kw. As the machines use theoretical power output to identify the

machine type, 150 kw translates into 500 kw (assuming 30 %

eff ìciency). For the Darrieus machines, l0-s0 kw, 5- 100 kw, z-2so
kw wind, or l-500 kw generatons wouid be required. The same

numbers would generalìy be appìicabie to the two or. three bladed

HAWT's.

The same method can be used to determine the requirements for

the main buìldìng area. Generaìly one 750 kw turbine can meet the

peak load. Using the 30Í4 wìnd turbine efficiency figure this becomes

2500 kw or 2.5 l1w. This translates into 25- 100 kw machines, l0-2s0

kw units or 5 - 500 kw machines. A Darrieus machine rated at 500

kws would have a rotor approximately B0 feet in diameter. For more

than one machine in a;typical wind farm, spacing is on the onder of 6

diameters. This equates to an area of 600 feet by 600 feet or g acres

ol land. By adding the 2 machines for" the l1Q anea the total land area

required increases to I 200 feet by 600 feet or I 6.5 acnes.
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This however does not incìude heat fon the station buildings. lt
has been estìmated that the peak load is on the order of 2 MW. This

occurs only during the coìdest days of the year-. An average load of 75

?ã or 1.5 MW is assumed. The nated wìnd power would then be 5l1w

requiring l0 - 500 KlV machines. This translates ìnto an anea of over

38 acres. Thenefore a totaì wind farm area of approximateìy 54 acres

would be required for the wind machines. Each 500 kW unit (DAF lndal)

costs $650,000; 89 17 wind machines would cost $ I I llillion ( l9B4 $).

This is based upon the cost of one machine, l7 wouìd reduce the cost

by possibìy l5 - 20 % ($2 mitìion).

Today's ( l986 $) cost averages $ 1,000 per kw instaìled; 8.5 l"1ws wouìd

cost $8.5 million.

ln additìon to the wind turbines there is the equipment to convert

the wind energy to electrìcity. By referring to Figure j7 the other

components include the system contnoì electnonics in the form of a

microcomputer, the transmission system and a stonage faciìity. The

tra¡smission system used is the existing station electricaì powen

lines. The storage system is difficult to predict howeven a central

store consisting of a ìar ge lead-acid battery stonage bank or thermal

storage supplying grotips of houses and buildings 0r one large system

serving the complete site is preferabìe. A diesel unit could be tied in
with the wind machines to provìde back-up powen; this is the system

that Ontanio Hydro is desìgning.
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6EOTHERIIAL ENERGY

chapter two described three types of geothermal energy that

were avaiìable for use as altennate forms of energy: hydrothermal

deposits; hot ìgneous systems; and, magma systems. f"lagma systems

were not considered viable due to the lack of technoìogical expentise

and experience necessary to make this form of energy economicaìly

recoverable. Two other forms ane available but use depends upon the

type of deposits that are available in any particular area of the world.

Energy end-use: space and process heating; and, electricity thus depend

upon these deposits.

llanìtoba is in the central pìatfor-m area of the prairies. Low

grade energy, in the form of hot waten below B0'c, has been identif ied

as a possìbiìity for this area. Detailed research would have to

confirm the exact extent of the deposits below cFS Gypsumviììe.

Nevertheless it is possible to design a hypothetical system for

conversion of this low grade geothermai energy to space heating.

Generation of electrìcìty is not possible in this scenario as the

temperature's are not high enough.

Basìcally two degp weìls would be dug down to the hot water

deposìts, generally 3000 metres deep. One welì would bring the hot

water to the surface where it can be distributed to the buiìdings. The

other would re-introduce the retunn cooìer waten back into the

reservoir where it would be reheated and the pnocess continued.
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Heating of the industrial and administration f aciìities would be

through undenground pipes to hot waten radiators in each building.

The distrìbution ììnes, running 5000 feet, would be 5 to l5 inches

in diameter consisting of asbestos-cement pipe insulated w jth

polyurethane foam. Pumping of the water- fnom the weìl and thr-ough

the distrìbution system could be done by harnessing the wind or by

usìng photovoltaic cells. Anothen 5000 feet of lines would be r-equired

to service the PIfQ's. Figure iB shows a simpìified schematic drawing

showing the components of a low-grade geothermal space heating

system.

Geothermaì energy available in l'fanitoba is not adequate for the

generation of eìectrìc1ty (generaìly temper^atures in excess of lB0,c
are required). Temperatures are thought to be suitable for space

heatìng but detaiìed research has not been done to confirm this

hypothesìs. costs of installation and provìding heat are hard to
identify and quantify due to the absence of concrete data. The

university o1' Regina has undertaken a neseanch project to tap hot

water under the city contained in sedimentar-y rocks. One million

dollars was the cost to drill to a depth of z2o0 m.90 To neturn the

cooled water to the rqck would require anothen well at a cost of one

million dollans. The cost for pumps, the ancilliary equipment and

annual maintenace would be small compared to the drÍlling costs, on

the order of $250,000. From this analysis geothermal energy is not
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presently a viable altennative to the use of fossil fuels for space

heating and generation of eìectricity.

BIOIIASS

Bìomass can be described as all plant and animal material which

can be converted into energy. Generally it includes crop, forestry,

municìpal and livestock wastes and pr-oducts grown especially for

conversion to energy - wood, algae and keìp to name a few. chapter

two outlined the var ious processes used to convent biomass into

energy: wet and dny convension. Figure 3g summarizes the available

direct-use appì icat ions.

As discussed there is a myriad of biomass available in varying

regions of the world for conversion into energy. Fon our punposes i.e.

l"lanitoba's cìimate, the number of sounces available is greaily reduced.

Examples of biomass available would be ìimited to municipal wastes

both wet and dry, ìivestock wastes and short rotation forestry.

Silvìculture is not presently used but it is a viable option. End-use

energy wouìd be electnicity and space heating. From this basis energy

systems wilì be described,

The area anound QYRsumvilie is the factor that will determne the

vìab'ility of the systems chosen. This will also dictate what biomass

is avaiìable, and what could be gnown specificalìy for energy

conversion.
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Figure 39

FUEL USES FOR BIOMASS

Source: United States, Office of Technology Assessment, 1980a, p. 24,
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The area is characterized by subsistence farming, cattle ranching

and covered with scrub pine along with the Fainfond River, There are

smail viìlages in the surrounding area limiting the amount of

municipal waste that can be utilized; combining with the waste

produced by the statìon enough may be available fon a smalì gener-ating

plant. Hauling dìstances would not be too gneat but economies of scaìe

may not permit an efficient operation.

Silviculture

siìviculture is generally described as the gr-owing and harvesting

of bìomass specif ically for energy production. ln this instance shont

rotation tree farming wilì be discussed. The technique is similar to

agrìcuìtural crop growing like corn and sunf lower. High yields,

fertìlization, harvesting and imigation ar'e ail involved. Fast gr"owing

tree specìes ìike hybrid popìar, aspen and birch have good potential as

alternate energy sources. ln fact these are good choices as they ane

the main hardwoods of the prainies.

The process would invoìve the planting of saplings 0.J - 2.0 m

apart and in nows spaced about I m apart. The finst harvest would be

cut in four years. By,this time the trees wouìd have reached 5 m in
I

height. The existing tnee coven would be cut and used for energy

production until the finst group of trees had neached hanvesting height.

The most efficient plantation would contain six sepanate aneas each
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wìth dìfferent stands of maturìng trees. 91 The cutting would rotate

from one area to the next as each stand neached its cr'opping height -
normaìly after four years. The trees would be hanvested by machines

similar to cutting corn. The trees wouid be turned into chips for

dinect use in furnaces and the resulting stumps would respnout then be

harvested in another four years. Yields have been estimated to be from

I t to 23 ovendry tonnes pen hectane per year (20 dry t/ha-yù.gz The

yields would vary according to the amounts of fer tiìizer added,

irrigation supplied and climate.

ïhere would probably be up to i00 acres (r2l hectares) of land

available within the station's boundaries f on use as an energy

plantation. ln addition there are crown-owned lands sunrounding the

area that could be leased fon a nominal fee to pr'ovide more land.

ïhere ane no tnee plantations in openation that can be used as an

example except those that have been theonized. Several modeìs have

been proposed that exhibit similan features. One such farm comprises

between 21,000 and 50,000 acres producing 2s0,000 ovendry tons

enough to support an electric power plant of 50 l"1w(e). Rotations ane

six yeans with five crops (one first growth and foun coppice crops)

being harvested during the ìifetime of the farm, There would be Z,7zS

tnees pur ac.e. 93

This far m is unfortunately too large for our smail community but

parameters can be extrapoìated to approximate the size nequired. The

peak requinement is for 2 l1w(th) and 1.5 kw(e), 750 kw for- the Station
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buildings and 750 kw (the t1e's would use wood burning furnaces).

using 1.5 l1w(e) as the stanting point the area required would 50

times less than the farm example on between 500 and l2oo acres.

Direct combustion of wood is the best method in this case for
producing energy as this technology is weìì pr-oven. Figure 40

ìllustrates a proposed distnict heating scheme using direct combustion

as the heat sounce. Aiso shown is a co-genenation scheme utilizing a

wood-fired boilen to produce electricity and space heating. space

heating is provided by either hot water on steam.

A greenhouse operation in Nova Scotia utilizes direct combustion

to privide heat for its operation. The system used is a swedish BRUKS

wood combustor. A pre-combustion cell enabled the system to operate

between 82 and 86 per- cent efficiency using any type of wood

with a moisture content between J0 and 60 per- cent. with this new

technoìogy 2,600,000 ìitnes of oil were displaced by burning 1s,000

green tonnes of wood. Total cost of the instaììation was $g7J,000

with a payback period of 2.9 years.

Heating fuel usuage for the statìon and Me's in l9g4l85 was

1,570 K lìtres of oìl whìch means that the BRUKS system could be used

as a guideline when determining costs. using the same system to
generate eìectricity would require anothen.TJS K litr-es of oil. Now

what would this mean in terms of the amount of wood required:

possibly 13,500 tonnes of gneen wood if compared with the BRUKS
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Figune 40: Exampìes of wood-f ir ed District Heating/cogeneration

Systems

l^Jood-fi red di stri ct heati ng system

tttctntctfi l0 G¡r0

Wood-fi red el ect
heating system

ty generating-district

Source: Environmentally Appropriate Technology, 1978, pg 65
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oper'atìon. This quantity couìd be bought fnom outside agencies

however if the intent is to be self-sufficient then the wood must be

hanvested and/or gr'own f or this purpose. Appnoximately I 100 acres

of land would be required.

Gasificatìon is another process that can be utilized. ln fact a

remote community in Saskatchewan uses a gasifer that converts wood

into a gas that runs a modified dieseì that powers a genenator. Figure

4l details the components of a wood gasif ier.

llunicipal Solid Waste (llSW)

Thene are many examples of the use of llsw in the production of

energy, steam for distrìct heating and fon electnicai generation, but

these occur mainìy in the united States. The amounts of MSw nequined

for these large gener-ating plants nange fnom 750 tons/day (tpd) to

3000 tons/day which ane capable of pnoducing 40 to 7s Hw of

eiectric'ity, Most of these facilities use the Swiss designed Von Roll

reciprocating technology employing mass burning. (w ith combustion at

appr'oximately 2,500 degrees.

A new pnocess, the O'connon combustor' (water-cooled rotary

combustor), pnovides'modules nanging from 60 to 500 tpd. 95 The

system is designed to pnocess agricutunal, industniaì and municipal

solid wastes incìuding matenials with extnemely high moistune

content. Both these pnocesses require large amounts of waste and are
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quìte costly, nanging from $e.¿ million to $g7.5 million.

unfortunatelythese units ane too large to be empìoyed in our case.

However, as the technoìogy is proven, these pr-ocesses could be

down-sized to meet our requinements. ln fact, by combining tree

harvesting with l"lsw, a viable system could probably be deveìoped.

There is another system in operation today that uses smallen

combustors that can be transpor-ted by naiì or by tnacton tnailen tnucks.

The process is the modular combustion unit or contnolled air

incinenators that utiìize a two-stage controlled air combustion

process. These units come in vanious sizes up to 25 tp6. 96 This

system has been designed to be used by smalì communities, hospitals

and other small appìications. As with the utilization of wood-f ired

boilens, incinenatons can be used as the heat and electricity sources

for a co-genenation system.

Thene are severaì processes available today to transform llsw
into enengy but a detaììed analysis is nequired to detenmine the most

effective system for this application, however it is beyond the scope

of this thesis.

Sewage

There is also an o'ppor'tunity to utilize the sewage treatment plant

as an aìtennate energy source. ln this instance anaerobic digestion is

the process that can transfonm sewage into a useable fueì i.e. biogas.
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Basicalìy a medìum jouìe value biogas (enengy value 60 % that of

natural gas), methane, is produced that can be used as a fuel to
produce steam and/or eìectricity. Aìso pnoduced in this process is

carbon dioxide and tnaces of hydr-ogen sulfide. Hydrogen sulfide is

usuaìly removed using fennous oxide scrubbers but the canbon dioxide

is ìeft in it as it is expensìve to remove. High compnession spark

engines provide the best method for burning this fuel. Anaenobic

digestion has proven to wonk wellwith animal manures but thene have

been problems with sewage.

ln fact the town of Orangeville,0ntanio is using a cogeneration

scheme to use the methane pr'oduced in thein waten pollution contnol

facility. ln use is a two-stage anaenobic digestion process to produce

biogas, where the main component is methane. Figure 42 illustnates

the anaenobic digestion system, Enough eìectr icity is produced to

operate the plant and the heat is sold to a neanby school and used in

the plant buiìding. The pay-back period for the capital costs"of the

system is estimated to be 6.5 years. 97

Another method of converting eff luent to a usabre enengy form, is

by the pr'ocess known as TOTEM - or Totaì Energy l"lodule. lt is a

high-ef f iciency cogeneraton pnoducing l5 kw of eìectric powen and

140ru of heat (hot water') at 85'c from a Fiat 903 cc engine utilizing

biogas instead of gasoline. One engine would cost approximateìy

$35,000. llost of the energy pr'oduced would be used to openate the
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Figure 42: Typicaì two-stage anaer-obic digestion system
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tneatment plant and provide heat. The more moduìes added, the mone

excess enengy available to be used by other^ buildings. Just how much

energy wouìd be produced by the sewage plant l-ras not been detenmined.

Summary

It has been shown that thene are technologies available that can

process biomass - municipal solid waste, sewage and wood - into heat

and electricity. Oun application, being small-scaìe, would seem to

dictate that ìf two or three types of biomass couìd be combined and

pnocessed through one pnocess it would be cost-effective to do so,

There are many different systems on the market today that make it
difficult to choose the best system without a detailed engineer-ing

anaìysis. However, the direct combustion process is still the most

effectìve method of converting biomass into enengy. The BRUKS

system is one example of direct combustion that has wonked. The

station nequires approximately the same amount of energy as in the

Nova scotia exampìe. The instaìled cost for heating would be $2

million with an aver age fue'l cost of $200,000 per- year-.

FINANCIAL EVALUATION

ln order to evaìuate the vanious systems, othen than ensuning they

wot k, a financial review is usually undertaken. Genenalìy this involves

two methods; simple payback period and life-cycle cost analysis.
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Simpìe payback is the length of time it takes to necover the cost of

the system based upon the fuel savìngs achieved by the system, At

some point in time the costs and savings equaì out - this time is the

payback period, usually given in years. The shorter the payback period

the mor'e economical the system becomes. This is the simpìer of the

two. Generally life-cycle analysis takes into account the cost of the

system over its useful life ìncìuding openating and maintenance costs.

The present value of that cost is determined using present wonth

tabìes and then companed to other systems. The system with the

lowest cost over the amontization period is the most economical.

Specificaìly life-cycle cost can be defined as;

"Life cycle cost is the total of all relevant costs associated with

an activity or project duning the time it is analyzed, including all

costs of ownership, oper-ation and maintenance. The /ife cycle

is the period of time between the starting point and cutoff date

of anaiysis over which the costs and benefits of a certain

alternative ane incur"red. lf life cycle benef its exceed life cycle

costs, then the project is economicaìly desinable." 98

Another method, albeit not very statisticaì, is total cost. ln

this instance the system with the lowest totaì installed cost is the

most economical. This can be used to initialiy rank the systems
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identifying those that menit furthen study and those that could be

eliminated fnom the discussion. Specifically at some point, the

alternate systems would cost mor'e than an equivalent fossil fuel

energy soutce. ïhis is when lif e-cycle costing would become

impontant. Enengy costs can escalate rapidly, as they did in the ìate

70's, making the more costly options viabìe as the oil price increases,

Enengy, Mines & Resources has recently anaìyzed the pnice ìevels

of conventional resources and alternate energy sources available on

the market. Figure 43 illustrates the companison, ln this case

economic opportunity costs were caiculated i.e. 20 Year^ life at a 7

percent real discount nate. The widest variation of costs is
associated with the producton of electricity however diesel

genenation is compared favour'ably with wind powen.

Ontario f-lydro has necently done an analysis on costs, similar to

EHR. They state that renewable sounces of energy could play an

ef f ective supp lementary role in f uture electnicity genenat ion,

especially in nemote areas whene the 7.1 cents/kWh fon photovoltaics

and the 8.6 cents/kwh for wind are mone economic than the minimum

cost of 9.5 cents/kwh fon dieseì genenation. wood waste (7.3 cents)

and wood chips (8.9 cents) were not expected to make a large impact.

Cunrent costs fon fossil fuel generation include 4 cents for coal,4.2

cents/kwh oil/gas generation, 3.9 cents for hydr'aulic and between J.2

and 6.7 cents/kWh f or nuclear. 99
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Table l0 compaÍ'es the cost of the vanious alternate ener'gy

sounces that have been described previously. The costs displayed are

the instalìed costs of the power sources not the life cycle costs. The

only sour-ce whene accurate f igunes can be presented is nuclear enengy,

This is due to the fact that a specific installation of a small reacton

for a small remote community has been analyzed in detail.

Table l0 has detaiìed the total costs of the various alternate

energy systems. At this point the cost of the present system should

be examined. As the station was constructed in the early 60's, plant

replacement values (PRV's) ane used, The PRV of the Central Heating

Pìant, its two boiìens and the two oil storage tanks is $2.0 milìion (in

1986 $). The PRV of the three standby boilers _is $ 150,000.

Electricity for the l"larried Ouartens is provided by Planitoba Hydr"o (not

costed) and heating is by individual oil-fired furnaces at a total

estimated cost of $75,000,

Comparìng the totaì cost of approximateìy $2.5 million with the

values ìisted in Tabìe l0 indicates that the existing system is mone

economicaì, However openating and fuel costs i.e. life cycle costs are

not included as this infonmation is not availabìe fon the othen systems

due to the lack of sufficient data to detenmine them.
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TABLT 1O: COIIPARATIVE TABLE OF ALTERNATE ENERCY SOURCES

NqITå

I , lnstalled cost is appnoximate only based on best available
inf ormation. !

2. ln the form of the SLOWpOKE l0 MW(th) reactor.
3, costs based on building retrofit costs to upgr-ade to current energy

standards.
4. Based on the assumption that geothenmal ener'gy is availabìe (space

heating only).
5. Nuclear Fusion ìs not technoiogicalìy feasibre at this time.

SYSTEI.I INSTALLED COST IENIRGY SOURCE

HEAT

Solar: Active
PassiveJ
Photovo I taics

Nuclear: Fusion5

Existìng
Central Heating Plant

Nuclear: Fission

Wind

tsiomass

2

Geothenmal4

$4.0 N

$s,0 N

$2.0 M

$30M

N/A

$2.5 l'1

$3.0 N

,5 tl
$ r5.0 11

ELECTRICITY

l'lanitoba Hydi o

$4,0 Pr

Not Vìable

$ 15,0 r"1

$s.0 P1

$1.0 N

N/A

N/A
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CONCLUSION

This chapter examined the vanious altennate ener.gy sounces

wind, geothermal, nuclear', solan and biomass : suitable fon replacing

fossil fuels. lt was detenmined that the technology existed to utilize

each alternate energy sounce as a producer of the two main forms of

energy that wene nequined for oun case study, heat and eìectricity.

some of this technology existed only in the pilot plant stage, such

as the SLOWPOKE neactor, while others wene in widespr-ead use,

exampìes of which are dinect combustion of biomass, wind farms in

the united states, solar enengy (both active and passive) and

geothermal energy. Unf ortunately most of the expentise and

experimentation have taken place outside of Canada

The wide variation in the cost data presented in Table l0 is due

to the lack of data available in canada necessary to fine tune the

analysis and to determine life cycìe costs. ln the united states the

emphasìs has been on large scale installations in the ar-eas of wind,

geothermal and biomass energy. ln these cases economies of scaìe

come into play. A major negative impact has been dropping oiì prices

tied in with decneasing government incentives to make reseanch into

aìternatives iess attnactive.

However a ma¡oiity of these forms are not conducive to the

Manitoba cìimate or ìts geography, in addition most apptications have

been developed on a lange scaìe where economies of scale wonk well.
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Cììmate is probably the biggest stumbling block in the utilization of

these alternate enengy sources, For example, with solar ener-gy

(whether active, passive or photovoìtaic systems) the maximum

amount of heat requined is in winten when the amount of solar energy

available is at its ìowest point. ln this instance as the systems ane io

provide I 00 % oî the totai heat nequirements seasonal storage is

requined. ln most situations the the cost would be doubled.

ln addition another" iimiting factor is the need for the provision of

both heat and electricity. lt is prefer'abìe to utiìize the same system

for both applications, This eliminates the need for duplication of

effort; one system would be mor'e economical to operate.

Co-genenation is the common term for this pÌ-ocess,

Retrofitting the existing station buildings and l"le's for ener-gy

conservation would be required regandless of what ener-gy source is

used, This can be easily seen by compar"ing the energy use for an

'ordinary'home to that of a supen efficient home: it uses half the

energy. Therefore the peak load wouìd be neduced thus reducing the

size and cost of both the energy and stonage systems. This is

important when considering that the highest load is mid January when

the solar insolation is at its ìowest. To note: the maximum pv

system output equals the maximum load ener'gy demand howeven not at

the same time to be of any use. Figure 44 illustnates the imbaiance.
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Figune 44: PV System Ener"gy Output vs Load Energy Demand

Source: Photovoltaic Energy Systems, pg lg4.
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This impacts directìy on the costs of active solar and

photovoltaic systems,

From this perspective the SLOWPOKE reacton would offer the

'best' chance of providing both the heat and electnicaì requinements of

the station. Direct combustion of biomass, a combination of l1sw,

sewage and wood fnom a tnee fanm, would also be companabìe with the

SLOWPOKE reactor along with wind energy, The use of geothermal

enengy and photovoìtaics ar e neither cost-effective nor

technologicalìy advanced to be used on this scale at this time. Active

solan energy combined with a distnict heating system is the third

viabìe altennative.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis has concentrated on the theory that a remote

settlement couìd be buiit and serviced with ìts heating and electricaì

needs by the use of renewable alternate energy sources. At the outset

these energy sources were consìdered to be neplacements for the

nonrenewable fossii fuels such as coaì, natural gas and oil that were

being depleted at an ever increasing rate. The alternate ener.gy

sour'ces chosen were solar, wind, biomass, geother"maì and nuclear

energy.

The original premise was built upon the article by E.A. Levin

entìtled "The Autonomous Community: City of the Future?" The

pneamble to the article pr ovided the impetus' 100

There is growing recognition that the resources of the earth are not

limitlæs, ond we must lærn to husband thoæ ræouræs far more

effectiveìy than we hove so far been doing, if we are to æntinue to

live on this planet. Accordlngly, one of the objectives of the æarch

for autonomous systems is the effective rerycìing of ræouræs: their

use, treotment ond recovery, and their ovailobiìity for use again.

An addltÏonaì study, completed sevenal years before, appnoached the

same subject and asked the question - Can an autonomously serviced

settlement be built'in Canada now (1975), which would show that the

energy and matenial basis of housing can be shifted from nonrenewable
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matenials and resources to renewabìe energy and resources? l0l

ïhe answen at that time was an unequivocai yes. However the cost

could not be predicted with any real accuracy and concìuded that the

proposed technology must be pnoven to be reliabie and economically

viable.

The oiì crisis of the ìate 70's added impetus to the deveìopment

of renewable aìtennate enengy sounces. Prion to this the price and

supply of cr ude oil remained steady due to ìts contnol by the major oil

companies. ln the ear.ly 60's OPEC was formed primanily to wnest

control of their oil resenves fnom the large muìtinationals. The net

result was to substantialìy increase the pnice of cnude oil on the

world market. By the end of the 70's prices had escaìated to over $40

per barreì on the spot market. As both the united states and canada

depended upon the impor'tation of foreign crude, a crisis situation

occurred. Estimates of reserves based on usuage projected the time

when they wouìd be depleted, eanìy in the 2l st century. conservation

and the search for viable alternatives to cr-ude oìl progr essed rapidly,

The situation has now been reversed, prices are now down to $ l6 per'

barrel and OPEC has lost their dominant position. Howeven reseanch

into and the deveìopment of altennate sounces is still pnognessing

albeit at a reduced pace. The estimates of the nate of depìetion have

been nevised down, however the fossiì fueìs will become more

expensive as they contjnue to be used and will eventuaìly be depleted.
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The question is not if but when will this point be reached?

Governments must therefone be ready to ensune enengy secunity for the

future. Renewables then become of prime ìmpontance. solan energy,

wind energy and geothenmaì energy systems have been developed and

are in widespread use today. ln a major^ity of cases they ane 0n an

equal footing wìth the pr'ìce of fossil fuels. These applications are

more prominent ìn the United States, several Scandanavian countnies,

Japan and others. ln Canada however deveìopments are not as advanced

as other countries. The majon drawback in canada is its cìimate

rathen than the lack of research and development.

This is especially true for solar energy. At the time when heating

requirements are at their maximum the amount of soìar radiation is at

its minimum. This fact necessitates the addition of a seasonal

thenmaì storage unit to any proposed solar system if 1oo % of the

heating ìoad ìs to be pr^ovided. The generation of electricity by the use

of photovoltaics is also affected as a gneater collecton area is

required to offset the neduced efficiencies of the solar cells in cold

weather.

This thesis has detenmined that the nenewable energy sources

wìlì be able to provide the heating and electnical ìoads fon a smaìl

community that are presently met by fossil fueìs. This will especially

be valid for r'emote communities far removed from main gas pipelines

and hydro transmission ìines that depend upon expensive dieseì fueì,
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The Nationaì Energy Program has stated that these communities would

make ideal candidates lor altennate energy. 102 This has been

reinforced by a Special commons commitee in its report on Ener-gy

Aìternatives. ln addition a report by Adelaan and Associates on

energy resources fon the Nonthwest Ternitonies concluded that

biomass and wind were two altennate energy sources that could be

used in many arcus. lo3

A case study was used to determine whether- or not this

hypothesis was valid. lt consisted of the analysis of the heating and

electrical requirements of a small community, cFS Gypsumville, and

the matching of alternate energy sources to meet the identified loads.

Station buildings ane heated by steam from diesei fuelled boiìers and

the l10s by individual oil-f ired funnaces. power is provided from

llanitoba Hydro with a back-up system consisting of thr-ee oil-fired

tunbines, Three waste heat boiìers, co-located with the turbines, ane

available but not in operation. This is in effect a co-genenation

system and it was utiìized as such before electricity was provided by

llanitoba Hydr-0.

The amount of soìar energy faliing upon canada each day is

equivaìent to many times the genenating capacity of our plants for one

year. The problem is how to harvest this energy for useful purposes

i.e. heat and eìectricity. Discussions centened on three ways to do this

- active energy systems, passive enengy systems and photovoltaics.
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The technology is availabìe, however ther^e ane disadvantages, most

notably with that of cost and the Canadian climate.

Passive heating by itseìf, is not viabìe due to the construction of

the buìldings and 110s. However the buiìdìngs and plle's should be

retroffited to reduce the energy usuage. This would include

upgraded insulation and triple pane windows, Passive heating can be

one of the best and ìeast costly ways to utilize solar energy. lf a

new small community is in the planning stages passive heating

features should be included in the design. Pìanners should ensure that

the houses and buiìdings are orientated for maximum southern

exposure. This is a no cost move that wiìl pay dividends later. Other

passive means should be considered aìong with buildingJo Double E or

R 2000 standards. This in effect gets back to what was discussed

brìefly in chapter two - that of energy conservation. Distr-ict heating

is anothen method of reducing energy consumption thus neducing the

overall cost of the enengy converson system. ln looking at a new

community 0n an existing one energy conservation should be the f irst
aspect to be investigated and measures impìemented to ensure this is

of prime importance,

Photovoltaics can provide the electnicaì and heating needs of the

station however the cost of the solan cells wouìd have to be

significantiy reduced befor^e they wouìd become viable fon most

situations although the price of dieseì fuel in nemote areas may
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partialìy offset the hìgh current price. Figure 34, page 149 illustnated

the present and futune cost of solar celìs. The othen disadvantage is

the reduction of efficiency duning the cold winter months (typicaììy by

one-third) if the total load is to be provided, necessitating larger

collector areas to offset the loss in efficiency. One lange system

for the Station would be proposed rathen than individual units for

each structure. tconomies of scale would be realized aìong with the

ability to control the peak loading to best advantage. The amount of

solar ceìls requined to pr ovide the total heating and electnical load

would cover an area of appr'oximately l6 acnes of land.

Active solar systems are avaiìable, both liquìd and ain based sys-

tems, to provìde for the heating nequir'ements (both hot water and

heat) f or the statìon. lndividuaì air-based systems would be

appropriate for each 110 in that existing ductwork could be used for

the distnibution of heat. As thene are no basements the instalìation ol

r-ock-bed storage units would be difficult but not impossible. 0n the

othen hand sevenaì ìiquìd based systems pr'oviding heat to a gr-oup of

homes or one lange system would be more advantageous. This is the

case since the existìng roof area is too smaìì and not strong enough to

mount suffìcient solan coìlectons to provide 100 ?õ of the ìoad. tither-

type of system could be used for the buildings.

llost research has centered on the use of these systems for

ìndivìdual residentiaì homes and for smaìl office buildings. Suff icient

data is not available to effectively assess the viability of distnìct
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heating systems using active means but economies of scale wouìd

dictate that they wou'ld be favourable. ln addition active systems do

not pro.duce eìectnicity s0 another altennative sounce is required.

However the Soviet Union and Europe have had expenience with this

concept and it is accepted as the system to use fon space heating on a

ìange scaìe. ln the planning of any new nemote community these

sytems should be canefully considered.

Geothermal energy cannot at this t'ime be considened a viable

alternative aìthough the geoìogy of western Canada is conducive to the

dìscovery of low grade geothermaì ener'gy. Sufficient data has not

been coììected to adequately asses this potential. Extensive driììing

would have to tak,e place to verify the location of adequate sounces, lf

a source is found, it would be used for space heatìng. Canadian

experìence in this area is very ìimited. lt is expected that this fonm

of alternate energy wilì be utìlized in the futune.

Wind energy is also a good candidate to supply the electrical and

heatìng needs of the Station. Wind technology is well developed and a

muìtitude of systems are availabìe. The wind regimes in most parts of

Canada are conducìve to the pnoduction of energy fnom wind machines.

The Station is locatÇd in a productjve wind zone, An advantage over'

solar energy is the fact that the buiìdings and llQs do not have to be

retrofìtted ìn onder to use this enengy. Probably the onìy installation

required would be those for the provision of eìectric heat.
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Two types of wìnd tur^bines are beìng manufactur'ed and installed

for many applications in the world today: horizontal axis (HAWT),

eithen two or three bladed propeìlon model; and, the vertical axis

(VAWT), egg-beaten sty'le, wind tunbines. ln Canada the National

Research Councìì and DAF-lndaì are the pnime proponents and

developens of the VAWT system. Both systems have their advantages

and as they are similar in performance the VAWT system is pnoposed

as it is Canadian. Construction of a wind farm is pr^oposed. The same

probìem, that being a requirement for- a large land area to pnovide the

necessary power, has arisen here as it has with solar' enengy. Most

current wind systems feed directìy into a powen gnid or ane for

individual structures.

The varieties and amounts of biomass available in the wonld are

ìmmense - they range fnom wood to l'1SW to algae. For this study the

types availabje for enengy convension are limited to llSW and wood.

llSW is generated by the nesidents every day and wood can be pnocunned

from local sources 0r grown specificalìy in a wood plantation for

harvesting. lt ìs proposed that the two sources be used together to

generate steam for, space heating and electricity, in effect a

co-generation schemÇ. Direct combustion is the most wideiy used

method to convert bìomass into energy foìlowed by gasif ication.

Nuclear enengy, in the form of the 5L0WP0KE reactor, can be used

to produce electricity and hot water for heating. This system has been
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useci ìn severai universitìes since the earìy 70's as a t"eseanch tool.

The technoìogy is well-developed, it has been designed to be

inherently safe and run unattended for long peniods, An added

advantage is the fact that the technoìogy is strictly Canadian and its

fuel is abundant in Canada. The one disadvantage is that the 20 kW

universìty design must be enìarged and upgnaded to the 2l1w(th) leveì.

However AECL has developed a 2 HW(th) reacton which is presently

being constructed a Pinawa, l"lanitoba. Their study has conf irmed that

the reactor will function according to design specif ications and wouid

produce energy at a cost equivalent to oil and enough to suppìy a small

community with heat. ln order to pr-oduce electricity along with heat a

reactor with an output of l0 MW(th) would be required. lt has also

been estimated that ìf the price of dieseì fueì reaches $l per'gaìlon

then the payback period of the instaìlaton would appnoach seven years.

The success of this ìnstaìlation wiìl ultimately detenmine the

system's viabiìity, The Nonthwest Territonies government along with

sevenaì other natjons have expressed intenest in the Slowpoke

system.l04 p¡sssnt indications are that the system wiìl wonk and it
is the preferred option.

Any aìternate energy system that is developed fon general use

both in urban and remote areas must exhibit severaì featunes that wilì

ensure that they will be successful . The following questions must
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thenef ore be answered in the af f irmative, 105

- ls it technicaily neady?;

- ls the market ready?;

- ls it envinonmentally acceptabie?; and

- ls it cost ef fective from both a Government view and ultimateìy

from a private point of view?

The systems that have been discussed as being appnopniate

alternate energy sources gener'ally meet the nequinements of

the first thnee questions. The second question concenning the market

has to be answered in two parts: these systems will not be used in

urban areas as there is no market except fon small installations of

solar power in the form of hot water heating and passive heating; and,

remote communities that depend upon diesel fuel are the markets that

will see the use of alternate enengy systems. Alternate enengy

systems are technically ready and envinonmentaìly acceptable.

ïhe question of cost-effectiveness has not been fully answered

due to the lack of sufficient data to accurately assess each system.

This is due to the fact that there have been n0 ìarge scale

instalìations of alternate energy sysLems in Canada. Nuclear energy ,

in the form of the 5L0WP0KE reacton, can provide both the eìectrical

and space heating needs of CFS Gypsumville and many small remote

communities. A l0 MW(th) reactor system would cost about $8.5

million and have a payback period of under seven yeans. Wind energy
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and direct combustion of wood and l15W would be the alternate choices

fon the pnovision of heat and power.

ln fact Ontanio Hydro has estimated that especiaily in remote

aneas the 8.6 cents/kWh for wind generation of electricity is mone

economic than the minimum cost of 9.5 cents/kWh. The only

disadvantage is the need for a back-up system and the fact that wind

has only been proposed for electrical generation nathen than fon space

heating. To be economical the system would have to provide both.

Since these questions have been answered a checklist can then be

developed that would assist planners in thein investigation of both

new and existing communities. A new community would be easien

because all the inef f iciencies of existing communities can be

0verc0me

Existing Community;

l. ls an energy conservation prognam in existence? ls it well

publicized? ls it efl"ective? ls energy consenvation week successful?

2. Have houses been upgnaded to curnent Double E or R2000

standards? ls thene a government pnogram available to assist in
paying 1'or the cost of upgnading? ls thene a local by-law enfor-cing

these standards? ls there a Northern Resìdentìaì standards pr'ogram

or by-ìaws in existence enforcing them?
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3. ls the Town Managen conversant with the r.eguìations? Ane

new sub-divìsìons pìanned wìth solan access and passive solar ener"gy

in mind, will buììdings be proper-ìy orientated 0n the ìot (see

llohammed, A. - tnergy Efficient Housing Design)?

4. An energy audit should be canried out to deiermine the demand

profiles i.e. to define the total enengy picture fon the community. 0nce

compìeted, identify targets, evaìuate alternate energy sources,

develop a phased pnogram for impìement'ing selected projects; ensure

folìow-up action ìs taken?

5. lnvestigate topographic and climatic data to deveìop wind

regìmes, soìar radiation and avaiìabiìity of biomass (wood, forest

residues and peat) to determine the viability of these altennate forms

of energy. Hìre specialized consultants if requined. can district

heating be utilized?

6. can a load management contnoì plan be put into effect, thus

reducing the overalì energy consumption?

New Communitìes

1. Carry out above first. ldentify site. Then ensune new

community is laìd ouü with energy efficiency in mind; is it compact
I

not spreadout thus reducing the length of distribution systems, ìn

effect ensuring that a distnict heating scheme can be utiìized ; are
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sub-divisions and industrial parks on the east-west axis maximizing

passive heating benefits; ìs there a master pìan avaìlable outìing

zoning restrictions?

2. tnsure that Northern Residentiai Standards are the basìs of

new construction?

3. lndustriaì plants must conform to current energy standards?

4. Are climatic conditìons and topography of the area conducive

to alternate energy systems? can the site location be varied to take

best advantage of what is available?

As the price of oil increases to over' $¿s per galìon these

alternate enengy systems wiìl become economicaì. The systems do

work and they will be valuable tools in the deveìopment of future

settlements in remote areas that wouìd otherwjse be dependent upon

expensive dieseì fuel.
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